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6. Aerosol effects on atmospheric radiation in the middle
ultraviolet
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EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITV'AFFIRMATIVI:: ACTION EMPL.OYEfi
SI. Summary of Work
The original objective of the work was to obtain radiometric mdasure-
ments of cloud influence on UV-B and define mathematical models of the in-
fluence so as to lay the groundwork for later construction of the global
UV-B climatology from satellite-determined ozone data. We believe we have
made considerable progress towards these objectives as described in the
attached papers.
The related radiometric work first undertaken by the group used all-sky
photographs in conjunction with an Eppley radiometer and a Robertson-Berger
meter. This particular study, initiated under the auspices of the CIAP
program of the Department of Transportation but completed during the period
of the grant, is described in Attachment 1. This work represents our best
attempts at the broken cloud problem. More refined measurements comparing
UV-B radiation with total solar radiation were carried out somewhat later
in conjunction with the theoretical analyses given in Attachment 2. In
Attachment 3 the cloudy case is referred to the cloudless sky irradiance
and convenient "transmission" ratios are given. Attachment 4 summarizes
an approach to the inversion of scattering data which should eventually
facilitate the final objective of this work. Attachment 5 presents an
improved characterization of the UV-B radiation from a cloudless sky. Such
a result is not only of use in itself but also should facilitate further
cloudy sky analyses. Attachment 6 extends 0 se results to include actinic
f lux.
These studies along with studies undertaken by the writer in connection
with his work as a member of the Nimbus-7 SBUV/TOMS experimental team
have laid the groundwork for the later construction of a global UV-B
-z-
climatology from satellite-determined ozone data. We hope eventually to
obtain funds to attempt to satisfy this final objective with the aid of
Nimbus-7 UV data when it becomes available.
Not the least contribution of our program of UV studies has been our
output of trained manpower, many of whom received their first exposure to
atmospheric radiation researes in our group. Dr. An Ti Chai is now at the
NASA Lewis Research Center woLKing on solar radiation and solar cells.
Dr. Tsan Mo is now working at Goddard Space Flight Center. Dr. Janusz
Borkowski has returned to the Institute of Geophysics at the University of
Warsaw, and continues to be involved in stratospheric problems. Dr. James
Spinhirne and Dr. Richard McPeters who received his Ph.D. degree during this
period are also at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center working on atmospheric
radiation problems. Dr. Kenneth Klenk now with System and Applied Sciences
heads a project on the processing of Nimbus-4 and Nimbus-7 SBUV/TOMS data.
Mr. Kenneth Cross fs now working in industry as a program analyst. Mr. L. R.
Smith, an undergraduate completing his B.S. degree, has undertaken a senior
project in atmospheric sciences. Mr. David D. Doda and Dr. Dale Brabham
should be completing their programs with us by next summer. Mr. Paul
Schippnick has recently been initiated into theoretical atmospheric radiation
studies. We hope to add an experimental graduate student with industrial
experience in the next two months.
This Final Report of our study on the "Influence of Clouds on UV-B
Penetration to the Earths Surface" for NASA Contract NAS9-15114 covers the
entire contract period. This was originally intended to be from
September 1, 1976, thiaugh August 31, 1978. However, because of scientific
manpower shortages the program was stretched out and extended to September 30,
-3-
1979, with no additional funds beyond the original $.0,000 award. The
stretch-out was also facilitated by the fact that during the period of
this contract, the principal investigator was also supported by other
grants and contracts, some of which overlapped the coverage of this contract
in various ways. Section II contains a list of publications of the
principal investigator since 1976. The items encircled represent works
closely related to the topic of this grant. The items encircled and
surrounded by hexagons are directly related to this contract. Copies of
these publications are attached. Also attached is the Summary Chapter of
a forthcoming book on a national problem of potential interest to NASA.
The book concerns a topic which potentially has greater climatic and health
consequences than the UV-ozone problem which has been the focus of this
study.
We trust that this Final Report fulfills the requirements of this
contract and look forward to future collaborations with NASA-Houston.
II. Publications, A. E. S. Green, 1976 to present
212. "Analytic Atomic Form Factors for Atoms and Ions with
A z- 54; with R. H. Garvey.
Phys. Review A, 13, 3, 931-935 (1976).
213. "Latitudinal Variation in Biologically Effective
Ultraviolet Radiation" with F. S. Johnson & T. Mo.
Photochemistry and Photobiology,"23, 1797188 (1976)
214. "Multiple Elastic Scattering of Slow Electrons: A
Parametric Study for H. with G. J. Kutcher., J. of
Applied Physics, 47, 2175-2183 (1976).
215. "Measurement of the Ratio of Diffuse to Direct Solar
Irradiances in the Middle Ultraviolet" with A.T. Chai.
Applied Optics, 15, 1182-1187 (1976).
21G. "Multistream and Monte Carlo Calculations of the Sun's
Aureole", with D. R. Furman and T. Mo, Journal of the
Atmospheric Sciences, 33, 3, 537-543 (1976).
217. "The Ultraviolet Dose Dependence of Non-Melanoma Skin
Cancer. Incidence" with G.B. Findley, Jr., Kenneth F. Klenk,
W.M. Wilson and T. Mo,P.hotochem. and Photobiol.,24, 353-3E2(1976).
218. "Efficiencies for Production of Atomic Nitrogen and
Oxygen by Relativistic Proton. Impact in Air", H.S. Porter,
C.H. Jackman, Journal of Chemical Physics, v5, 1,154-1u7(1976).
219` "The Problem of Auroral NO, } Concentration and the
Intensity of 1.27p Bands of 0 2 ", with S.S. Prasad
and D.R. Furman, Planet. Space Sci., 23, 1341-1343
(1975) .
220. "Photographic Aureole Measurements and the Validity of
Aerosol Single Scattering", McPeters, R.D. and
A.E.S. Green,A.pplied Optics,15, 10, 2457-2463(1976).
221. "Some Observations on Atomic Independent Particle Models",
Green, A.E.S. and G.J. Kutcher ,International Journal of Quantum
Chemistry, Symp. 10, 135-140 (1976).
222. "A Model for Energy Deposition in Liquid Water, with
G.J. Kutcher, Radiation Research,67,3,408-425 (1976).
223. "Comment on Independent-Particle-Model Form Factors for
Atoms and Ions Kth ZL54," with R.H. Garvey, Phys. Rev. A,
14, 4, 1566-1568 (1976).
22 0 . "Cloud I.ffects on Middle Ultraviolet Global Radiation," with
J. Borkowski, A. T. Chi, and T. Mo. An, a Geophysica Polonica,
25, 4, 287-301 (1977).
225. "Energy-Apportionment Techniques Based Upon Detailed
Atomic Gross Sections," with R. Ii. Garvey, Phys. Rev. At
14, 3, 946-953 (1.976).
22G. "Solar Spectral Irradianco Reaching the Ground," published
in the Proceedings on Nonbiological Transport and Transforma-
tion of Pollutants on Land and in Water: Processes and Critical
Data Required for Predictive Description, May 11-13, 1976.
227. "A Comment on Skin Cancer Melanoma and Sunlight," American J.
of Public Health, 67, 1, 59-60, (1977).
228. "An Analytic Degradation Spectrum for H *" with R. H. Garvey
and It. S. Porter, J. of Applied Physics, 48, 1, 190-193, (1977).
229. "Further Comments on Atomic Central-Potential Models" with
R. H. Garvey and D. D. Doda, Phys. Rev. A.., 15, 1322-1325, (1977).
230. "Analytic Yield Spectra for Electrons on H " with R. H. Garvey
and C. II. Jackman, International J. of Quant. Chem., Quant. Chem.
Symposium 11, 97-103, (1977).
231. "Analytic Model Approach to the Inversion of Scattering Data"
with Kenneth F. Klenk, published in the proceedings of the
Interactive Workshop on Inversion Methods in Atmospheric Remote
Sounding-Williamsburg, Va., December 15-17, 1976, Academic Press,
(1977) .
232. "Influence of Ground Level SO on .-::he Diffuse to Direct Irradiance
Ratio in the Middle Ultraviolet" with Kenneth F. Klenk, Proceed-
ings of the Eleventh International Symposium on Remote Sensing
of Environment, Ann Arbor, Michigan, (1977.
233. "Models Relating Ultraviolet bight and Skin Cancer Incidence,"
Photochem. and Photobiol., 28, 283 = 291, (1978).
234. "Electron Impact on Atmospheric Gases, I. Updated Cross Sections"
with Charles H. Jackman and Robert H. Garvey, J..of Geophysical
Research, 82, 32, 5081-5090, (1977).
235. "Elec.tron Impact on Atmospheric Gases, II. Yield Spectra" with
Charles H. Jackman and Robert II. Garvey, J. of Geophysical Res.
Research, 82, 32, 5104-5111, (1977).
236. "Noise vs Time, The pulse of a Community, NoisZxpo, Natl. Noise
and Vibration Control Conf., Chicago, Ill., March 14-17, 1977,
pp. 101-108, Acoustical Publications (1977).
237. "Yield Spectra and the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation"
with Charles Ii. Jackman and Robert H. Garvey, J. of Applied
Physics,B: Atom Molec. Phys., 10, 14, 2873-2882, (1977).
238. "Relativistic Yield Spectra for Ii," with Robert H. Garvey and
Hayden S. Porter, J. of Applied Physics, 48,10, 4353-4359,
(1977).
7.39. "Diffuse/Direct Ultraviolet Ratios.with a Compact Double
monochromat-or" with L. M. Garrison, L. E. Murray, D. D. Doda,
Applied! Optics, 17, 827-836, March 1978.
240. "Airglow from the Inner Comas of Comets", T. E. Cravens
and A. E. S. Green,, International Journal of Solar System
Studies (ICARUS) Vol. 33, 612-623, March 1978.
241. "N-N GOBEP Meson Field Theory" with T. Ueda, F•. E. Riewe,
American Institute of P11yrics (1978) in the Proceedings
of The Second Intl. Conn, o^ the Nucleon-Nucleon Inter-
action held on June 27-.)-0, 1977 ? university of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.
242. "Spectral Sunphotometer Using a Compact Spectrometer",







Skin Cancer and Response" American Journal
)gy, 107, 4, 277-280, (1978)
Limit of Solar Radiation at the Earth's
a Photon Counting Monochromator" with L. M.
E. Murray, Appl. Opts., 17, 683-684, (1978)•
245. "N-N one-boson-exchange potentials based on generalized
meson field theor y " with T. Ueda and F. E. Riewe, Phy
Rev C, 17, 1763-17;3, May 1968.
UV
246. "Cloud Effects on/Photoclimatology" with J. D. Spinhirne
to appear in the Proceedings of the Twelfth International
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, April 20-26,
1978, Manila, Philippines.
247. "Ultraviolet Aureole Around a Source at a Finite Distance" with
Fred Riewe, Applied Optics, 17, 1923-1929, 1978.
248. "Energy Deposition in a Gaseous Mixture" with L. R. Peterson
and R. 11. Garvey, J. of Geophysical Research, 83, All, 5315-
5317, (1978) .
249. "Yield Spectrum for Protons Impacting on Helium" with R. A.
Hedinger, J. Quantum Chem., to be published.
250. "Relativistic N-iJ One-Boson-Exchange Potentials with Asymptotic
Power-Law Energy Dependence" with T. Ueda, Physical Review,
1.8. 1, 337-348, (1978).
?.51. "Calculation of the 1:elative Influence of Cloud Layers on
Received UV and Integrated Solar Radiation" with J. 1).
Spinhirne, Atmospheric Environment, 12, 2449-2454, 1978.
252. "Florida's Air Quality, Present and Future," with D. H. Rio, and
R. A. fledinger. Florida Scientist, 41, 3, 182-190, (1978).
253. "Total Ozone Determination by Spectroradiometry in the Middle 11V,"
with L. M. Garrison and D. D. Doda, Appl. Optics, 18, 6, 850-855,
(1979).
254. "Remote Sensin g; of Atmospheric Aerosols," University of Florida
Press, with D. A. Lundgren, Ed., 635-650, (1977).
255. "Distributional Analysis of Regional Benefits and Cost of Air Quality
Control," with E. T. Loehman, S. V. Berg, A. A. Arroyo, R. A. Hedinger,
J. M. Schwartz, M. E. Shaw, R. W. Fahien, V. H. De, R. P. Fishe,
D. E. Rio, and W. F. Rossley, J. Environmental Economics and Manage-
ment, 6, 3, 222-243, (1979).
256. "Electron Impact Excitation of the Beryllium Isoelectronic Sequence,"
with P. S. Ganas, Physical Review, 19, 6, 21.97-2205, (1979).
257. "Remote Sensing of Ozone in the Middle Ultraviolet," with J. D.
Talman, to be published in Proceedings of Workshop on Interpretation
of Remotely Sensed Data, Williamsburg, Virginia,' May 23-25, 1979,
Academic Press, (1980).,
258. "Electron impact on Atmospheric Gases 3. Spatial Yield Spectra for
N2 ," with C. H. Jackman, J. of Geophysical Research, 84, A6,
2715-2724, (1979).
259. "Comparative Studies of Atomic Independent Particle Potentials,"
with J. D. Talman and P. S. Ganas, International Journal of Quantum
Chemistry, in press.
260. "Pollution Dispersal Modeling and"Regional Public Policy Impli-
cations," with E. T. Loehman, S. V. Berg, R. W. Fahien, M. E. Shaw,
M. J. Jaeger, H. Wittig, A. A. Arroyo, J. M. Schwartz, R. A.
Hedinger, V. H. De, D. E. Rio, T. J. Buckley, R. P. Fishe, W. F.
Rossley, and D. Trimble, to be published in Proceedings of Sym-
posium held in Williamsburg, April 17-19, 1979, on Environmental
and Climatic Impact of Coal Utilization, Academic Press, (1980).
261. "Microplume Model of Spatial Yield Spectra," with R. P. Singhal,
Geophysical Research Letters, 6, 7, 625-628, (1979).
262. "Factor of Safety Method Application to Air and Noise Pollution,
with T. J. Buckley, D. E. Rio, A. MacF c:hern and R. Makarewicz,
to be published in Atmospheric Environment.
263. "Improved Analytic Characterization of Ultraviolet Skylight," with
K. R. Cross and L. A. Smith, to be-published in Photochemistry and
Photobiology.
264. "Correlation Between Noise and Air Pollution," with R. Makarewicz,
to be published in Sound and Vibration.
265. "Vertical Transport of NO 2 Through the Tropopause," with J.
Borkowski, published in ACTA GEOPHYSICA POIANICA, 26, 4, (1978).
266. "Aerosol Effects can Atmospheric Radiation," with P. F. Schippnick,
to be published in Proceeuings of Workshop on Atmospheric Aerosols:
Their Formation, Optical Properties and Effects, held at Baltimore,
Maryland, November 6-8, 1979, Academic Press,(1980).
267. "Spatial Aspects of Low and Medium Energy Electron Degraidation'in
N2 ," with R. P. Singhal and-C. H. Jackman, to be published in ,Tour.
Geophysical Research, (1980).
268. Coal Burning Issues, edited by A. E. S. Green, to be published by
University Presses of Florida, 400 pp (1980).
269. "Atmosphere Modification," with K. E. Taylor and W. L. Chameides,
Chapter 11 of Coal Burning Issues (see Number, 268), 203-230 (1980).
270. "Quantitative Public Policy Assessments," with D. E. Rio, Chapter 15,
of Coal Burning Issues (see Number 268), 303-330 (1580).
III. Recent Contracts and Grants
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
1. Aurora and Airglow Phenomena in Planetary Atmospheres, NGL-10-005-008.
Fundamental investigations of airglow and auroral phenomena in
planetary atmospheres. $50K, 5/1/79-4/30/80.
2. Science support for the Nimbus-7 Sensor, NAS-5-22908.
As member of the Nimbus-7 Experiment Team (NET) for the Solar and
Backscattered Ultraviolet and Total Ozone Mapping System (SBUV/TOMS)
the P.I. assists in the det3rmination of solar ultraviolet irradiance,
ozone profiles, and global maps of total ozone. We provide experi-
mental measurements of the ultraviolet levels reaching the ground,
UV reflectivity measurements and total ozone values for correlation
with the satellite measurements. $208K, 12/19/75-10/1/80.
3. Influences of Clouds on UV-B Penetration to the Earth's Surface, NAS-9-15114.
Define mathematical model of UV-B irradiance reaching the ground and
the influence of clouds. $50K, 9/1/76-9/30/79 - expired.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
1. Atmospheric Radiative Transfer and Atomic Processes, NSF-ATM-75-21962.
Theoretical and experimental atmospheric radiative transfer studies
and atomic calculations for aeronomical applications. $39K, 5/26/78-
10/31/79 - expired.
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY GRANT
1. Biophysical Studies Related to Energy Generation, DE-AS05-76EV03798.
Inve3tigation of the physical stage of the interaction of the radiation
with the inert matter and living organisms and on dose-response re-
lationships especially related to energy generation. $50.3K, 6/1/79-5/31/80.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
1. The Impact of Stratospheric Ozone Depletion upon Tropospheric Ultraviolet,
Photochemistry and Smog, EPA-R806373010. (With W. L. Chameides) $50K,
5/1/79-4/30/80.
Radiative transfer calculations and mo!eling studies are used to determine
the impact of stratospheric ozone depletions upon the tropospheric_ UV
radiation field and photolysis rates, tropospheric photochemistry and smog
formation.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA GATORADE), ICAAS
1. Comprehensive Coal Burning Issues Study (with 30 U.F. faculty members).
ICAAS is conducting a detailed examination of energy and environmental
issues facing the state and the country during the next quarter century,
particularaly as it relates to coal burning and its atmospheric impacts.
$150K, 7/1/79-9/30/80.
FLORIDA BOARD OF REGENTS
1. Impact of Increased Coal Use in Florida, ICAAS, STAR grant 79-064.
$67K, 7/1/79-9/30/80 (with 15 U.F. faculty members).
ICAAS is studying the major economic, social, environmental and techno-
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CALCULATION OF THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF
CLOUD LAYERS ON RECEIVED ULTRAVIOLET
AND INTEGRATED SOLAR RADIATION*
J. D. SPINHIRNE and A. E. S. GREEN
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611, U.S.A.
(Firs( received 1 March 1978 and in final form 6 June 1978)
Abstmet- Discrete ordinate radiative transfer calculations are used to examine the relative influence of cloud
layers on the received ultraviolet flux and the received solar energy for a plane parallel atmosphere. The
wavelength dependence for the cloud influence on the integrated solar radiation is primarily a function of the
interaction of the cloud layer with the surrounding atmosphere and the underlying surface. It is found that for
u.v. wavelengths greater than 300 nm, the ratio of u.v. to solar energy flux transmission through the
atmosphere is insensitive to changes of cloud height, cloud scattering parameters and surface albedo (for
realistic values), but is dependent on cloud thickness. For wavelengths approaching and less than 300 rim,
absorption by tropospheric ozone results in sensitivity to cloud height and surface albedo.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultraviolet (u.v.) radiation is known to influence many
biological processes and it is also known that the
earth's ozone layer controls the amount of u.v. ra-
diation which reaches the ground. In response to the
great concern that anthropogenic modifications of the
ozone layer might have significant health and agricul-
tural impacts, there has been v rapidly expanding
literature directed towards characterizing the u.v.
spectral irradiance at the ground (Bener, 1972; Green
et al., 1974; Shettle and Green, 1974; Halpern et al.,
1974; Cutchis,1974; Dave and Halpern, 1976; see also
additional references listed in these works). As a result
of these and subsequent works the problem of estimat-
ing the solar spectral irradiance at the ground under
clear sky conditions is fairly well advanced. However,
the problem of allowing for the influence of clouds
upon the u.v. spectral irradiance has thus far received
only limited attention (Halpern et al., 1974 and Nack
and Green, 1974) and much work remains to be done.
In this paper we will examine the relative effect of
cloud layers on received u.v. and net solar radiation
through use of radiative transfer calculations applied
in the case of uniform, homogeneous cloud layers. The
result of variation of cloud thickness, cloud height,
droplet size distribution, surface albedo and the at-
mospheric ozone thickness upon u.v. and total solar
radiation will he examined. The results presented will
provide insight as to the relative influence of cloud
cover on the u.v. and the net solar radiation. Our hope
is that this insight will enable us to utilize the much
* Supported in part by NASA Contract NAS9-15114.
larger body of information available on net solar
radiation reaching the ground in the presence of clouds
to predict the u.v, radiation reaching the ground for
which only limited data is available.
2. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
Received radiation at the bottom of the atmosphere
is both direct and diffuse. Whereas, the calculation of
the direct component is a simple procedure, calcu-
lation of diffuse atmospheric radiation requires in-
volved radiative transfer theo.y. A variety of radiative
transfer methods have been applied for calculation of
diffuse radiation in clear and cloudy atmospheres
(Hunt, 1971). Both approximate calculation pro-
cedures and more exact methods involving ' much
computational effort are possible. The discrete or-
dinate method for radiative transfer is an approximate
solution, introduced originally by Chandrasekhar
(1950), which gives good computational accuracy of
fluxes with relatively tr inor computational labor. The
discrete ordinate radiative transfer procedure has been
applied in recent years to cloudy and hazy atmos-
pheres (Yamamoto et al., 1971; Nack and Green,
1974; Liou, 1976), and an adaptation of the discrete
ordinate calculation described by Shettle and Green
(1974) will be used in this study.
The solution is applied to a vertically inhomo-
geneous model atmosphere by dividing the atmos-
phere into horizontally homogeneous layers and
applying appropriate boundary conditions between
the solution for various layers. For each layer, the
transfer properties are determined by the layer optical
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ing phase function, all of which may be calculated
through knowledge of the molecular and aerosol
scattering and absorption within the layer.
Application of the discrete ordinate method as used
in this study for calculation of u.v. spectral irradiance
has been previously described by Shettle and Green
(1974). Spectral irradiance values for a 2 nm band
interval are determined at specific wavelengths with
absorption coefficients for ozone appropriate to this
band interval being used (Green, 1966). The influence
of the atmosphere on the u.v. spectral irradiance may
be defined in terms of a spectral flux transmission
F u0(A I, No)
PORAd
where F,1,0(Ai,No) is the downward spectral irradiance
received on a horizontal surface at the bottom of the
atmosphere, f(A t) the extraterrestrial solar spectral
irradiance and µo the solar zenith angle.
Determination of the total received solar energy
requires integration over all solar wavelengths reach-
ing the ground. By using broad spectral regions for the
wavelength integration, computational effort can be
decreased. Band weighted absorption parameters ap-
propriate to the given spectral intervals must then be
used. Fine wavelength integration intervals would be
expected to produce more accurate results. However,
for application of a more approximate radiative
transfer solution such as the discrete ordinate method,
the computation is intrinsically -imperfect and the
improvement of results by use of finer wavelength
integration is limited. For this study the solar spectrum
was divided so that the 0.7,0.82,0.94,1.1, 1.38, 1.87 and
2.7µm water vapor absorption bands were included as
separate spectral regions. The region from 0.34 µm to
0.7µm was further divided into four spectral regions of
equal incident solar energy. For each spectral region,
appropriate coefficients for molecular and aerosol
scattering and gaseous absorption were determined.
The coefficients for molecular and aerosol scattering in
each spectral region were chosen to give values of
scattering thickness equivalent to weighting by the
spectral intensity of incident solar radiation. Absorp-
tion coefficients for ozone, water vapor, COz and
other gases in the visible region were computed from
the data given by Selby and McClatchey (1975).
The flux transmission for the integrated solar energy
may be given as
ErF.j(A%tr)TJs(µa) =	 µ0S	 (2)
where F,j(AA I) is the received downward energy in
each spectral band for which a radiative transfer
calculation is performed and S is the solar constant. In
addition to the ten visible spectral intervals given
above, the irra6ance in the sub-340 nm region was
determined by integrating over the spectral irradiance
that was separately calculated for six u.v. wavelengths.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the received diffuse solar flux calcu-
lated by the wide wavelength interval, discrete ordinate
method used in this study with the more exact calculations by
Dave and Braslau (1975). Results for their CI and DI-ST
models are shown. Model Cl is a cloud free atmosphere with
nonabsorbing particulates, and for Model DI -ST there is a
stratus cloud layer and absorbing particulates.
termined both with use of an approximate radiative
transfer technique and with broad spectral integration,
a comparison between the diffuse irradiance as calcu-
lated by the method of this study and the more exact
solution of Dave and Braslau (1975) was undertaken.
The results are given in Fig. 1. For the calculations
shown, the model atmosphere used for the discrete
ordinate solution was set up to be the same as in Dave
and Braslau's (1975). 	 Cl and Dl-ST models. The
discrete ordinate calculation was applied with an eight
layer atmospheric model. In the case of the cloud free
Cl model, the values for diffuse transmission of solar
energy through the atmosphere agreed for all zenith
angles. For the Dl-ST model with a 3.57 optical
thickness (0.55,u) stratus cloud, the discrete ordinate
calculation produced values of received diffuse solar
energy that were a few per cent low for small zenith
angles and a few per cent large for the extreme zenith
angles.
3. MODEL
For all calculations in this study, aerosol scattering
parameters were determined using the "Haze L" size
distribution by Deirmendjian (1969). Unless otherwise
noted, an aerosol refraction index of 1.50-0.01i and a
total particulate optical depth of 0.125 at 590 nm were
used. The particulate height distribution was that
given by Shettle and Green (1974).
The water vapor and mixed gas profiles for the
model atmosphere is the representation given by
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conditions. The ozone vertical profile given by Shettle
and Green ( 1974) with a total ozor.: thickness of
0.318 cm is used unless otherwise noted.
Cloud layers will be defined by the total optical
thickness at 590 rim and by the height for the top and
bottom of the cloud layer. The phase function for cloud
scattering was computed using the Cl cloud size
distribution of Deirmendjian with a refraction index of
1.34 +0.0i. Legendre polynomial coefficients for use in
the discrete ordinate transfer solution were calculated
directly from the cloud scattering phase function.
Unless otherwise defined, a cloud with a base at 3 km
and top at 4 km will be used for model calculations.
4. RESULTS
The relative influence of cloud cover on received u.v.
and total solar energy will be presented in terms of the
ratio of u.v. and total solar energy flux transmission
through the atmosphere.
.
Ri(Al, po) = ---	 (3)TMPO)
Values of R t were calculated as a function of cloud
thickness, cloud height and surface albedo. Results for
five u.v. wavelengths are to be presented 290, 300,
310, 320 and 330 rim.
The behavior of the u.v. to total energy transmission
ratio as a function of solar zenith angle in the case of
zero surface albedo is shown in Fig. 2. The decrease of
u.v. spectral irradiance as the zenith angle increases is
primarily due to ozone absorption. The actual values
of the u.v, total energy transmission ratio will be
strongly dependent on the atmospheric ozone thick-
ness, and the values given in Fig. 2 apply only for a
thickness of 0.318 em of ozone.
As seen in Fig. 2, the presence of a cloud layer of
increasing thickness acts to increase the ratio of the u.v.
to solar energy flux transmission through the atmos-
phere. One possible factor is that both the cloud
optical thickness decreases and the droplet scattering
phase function becomes more sharply forward-peaked
for shorter wavelengths. Values of cloud optical thick-
ness, t,, and the asymmetry factor of the cloud
scattering phase function, g, are given in Table 1 as a
function of wavelength The transmission through an
isolated cloud layer is thus greater for shorter wave-
lengths. However, it was found that changes in the
cloud droplet distribution did not appreciably effect
the ratio of u.v. to solar energy flux transmission
through a cloudy atmosphere. Even when the values
given in Fig. 2 are recomputed using a constant cloud
SOLAR :ENITH ANGLE
I, ig. 2. The ratio of to!al transmission, diffuse plus direct, for
u.%. radiation and total solar energy as a function of solar
zenith angle. Values for three different cloud thicknesses, T,, at
each of live wavelengths, 290, 300, 310, 320 and 330 rim are
shown. The scale oa the left applies for all wavelengths except
290 rim for which the scale on the right is used. In this case a
surface albedo of 0.0 was assumed. The values shown are for
an ozone thickness of 0.318 cm.
optical thickness and scattering phase function with
wavelength, the results are not significantly changed.
The behavior of the u.v. to solar energy flux
transmission ratio with increasing cloud thickness is
due primarily to the interaction of the cloud layer
scattering with that of the surrounding atmosphere.
The scattering thickness of the cloud-free atmosphere
is much greater at u.v. wavelengths than for visible
wavelengths. In the case of zero surface albedo as in
Fig. 2, there will be significant reflectivity by molecular
scattering beneath the cloud layer for the shortwave
radiation but very little reflectivity under the cloud
when considering the integrated solar radiation. A
doubling interaction between the cloud layer re-
flectivity and scattering by the underlying atmosphere
results in a smaller decrease of the surface u.v. ir-
radiance with increasing cloud thickness. The effect is
moderated by the u.v. radiation incident on the cloud
top being more diffuse than the integrated solar
radiation, but not sufficiently moderated to give a
relatively greater decrease of the surface u.v. irradiance
with increasing cloud thickness.
It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that the behavior of
Table 1. Cloud optical thickness T, and scattering phase function asymmetry factor g as a function of wavelength
290	 310	 330	 405	 490	 590	 690	 790	 920	 1110	 1400	 1900 3050
sc	 4.56	 4.69	 4.78	 4.91	 4.96	 5.00	 5.03	 5.07	 5.11	 5.16	 5.25	 5.38	 5.79
9	 0.860 0.860 0.859 0.858 	 0.856 0.853 0.850 0.846 0.841	 0.834 0.823 0.802 0.768
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Realistic cloud cover, however, is not uniform and
homogeneous. For broken cloud cover, the ratio of the
instantaneous received u.v. and net solar radiation will
change rapidly. Since the u.v. radiation incident on a
cloud layer is much more diffuse than the visible
radiation, a partial coverage cloud which blocks the
direct solar radiation will decrease the total received
visible flux to a greater extent than the total received
u.v, flux. Over time periods sufficiently long to average
such fluctuations, however, it might be expected that
the relative decrease of the received u.v, and net solar
radiation would be similar to that predicted for
uniform cloud cover of an appropriate thickness.
Either much more elaborate radiative transfer calcu-
lations or a body of experimental data would be
required to determine if this is the case.
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CLOUD EFFECTS ON ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOCLIMATOL06Y
A. E. S. Green and J. D. Spinhirne
Interdisciplinary Center for Aeronomy and
Other Atmospheric Sciences
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to quantify for the
needs of photobiology the influence of clouds upon the
ultraviolet spectral irradiance reaching the ground.
Towards this end we firs_ develop analytic formulas
which approximately ch p:iacterize the influence of clouds
upon total solar radiation. These may be used in con-
junction with a solar pyranometer to assign an effective
visual optical depth for the cloud cover. We also de-
velop a formula which characterizes the influence of
the optical depth of clouds upon the UV spectral irra-
diance in the 280-340 nm region. Thus using total
solar energy observations to assign cloud optical prop-
erties we can calculate the UV :;pect:al irradiance at
the ground in the presence of these clouds. As inci-
dental by-products of this effort, we have found con-
vient formulas for the direct and diffuse components
of total solar energy.
1. INTRODUCTION
There is now great concern that anthropogenic modificat.-.ons of the ozone
layer might alter the ultraviolet (UV) radiation reaching the ground. This
concern has led to a rapid expansion of the literature on the biological im-
pacts of UV radiation and on the quantitative aspects of the UV spectral irra-
diance reaching the ground [Boner (1.972), Green, Sawada and Shettle (1974)
(GSS), Shettle and Green (1974',, Halpern et al., (1974), Dave and Halpern
(1976)]. Unfortunately clouds are a large source of uncertainty in such work.
Nack and Green (1974), Halpern, Dave and Braslau (1974) " , and Spinhirne and
Green (1978) have carried out radiative transfer calculations of the influence
of cloud cover on the received UV irradiance for wavelengths in the 280-340 nm
range, at various solar zenith angles, and various ground reflectivities. To
facilitate the practical use of such calculations in photobiological applica-
tions, we attempt, in the present work, to express the results of these earlier
works and our supplementary calculations in terms of convenient analytic forms.
The strategy of the present effort is to use observations of total solar
energy to infer the optical properties of clouds. Thus the reduction of total
solar irradiance from the expected cloud-free levels can be used to estimate
the effective cloud optical depth, the critical parameter needed to improve UV
calculations. Characterizations of total solar energy will be discussed in
Section 2.
2. CLEAR SKY TOTAL IRRADIANCES
For reference in our cloudy sky work, it is valuable to have approximate
representations of the clear sky irradiances for various sun angles and ground
reflectivities. Using Beer's law the monochromatic downward component of the
transmitted (t) solar irradiance may be calculated using
Bt (e,X) = uH(a)exp - E  w i (y)k i (a)/Il i	(1)
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kwhere Hla) is the extraterrestrial solar spectral irradiance, 6 is the solar
zenith angle, i - 1, 2, 3 denote air, particulates and other absorbing compon-
ents, w (y) denote the altitude dependent vertical thickness and k.(A) the wave-
length ^ependent attenuating coefficient. To allow approximately for the fact
that the earth is round, we will use a generalization of u = cosd given by
P i - ((u 2 + K i )/(1 + K i ))	 (2)
where K are species dap ndent dimensionless parameters. The equivalent gEn-
eraliza ion of sec0 - u' is a - seg0 = u i'1 (GSS, 1974).
To calculate tl^e "transmission" for the downward component of the total
transmitted ( t) solar irradiance, we use
-Eiwiki/ui
	
u E AXiH(X.)e	 (3)
TTt	 u S
where S = E AX.H O ). The wavelength intervals used in the present calcula-
tions are given in I Spinhirne and Green ( 1978).
We may represent the results of our total solar transmission calculations
to a good approximation by the "random" model which Mayer. ( 1947) and Goody
(1952) developed for infrared band transmission. Thus we may use
TTt = exp - aQ	 (4)
(1+ao)
where the K parameter used in a has been determined by the rule
K = ( Kr TR + Kp Tp)/(T R + TD)	 (5)
where K = 1.8x10 -3 , K = 0.3x10 3 and T and T are the Rayleigh and particu-
late optical depths at p550 nm. Figure 1Rshows pthe calculated values (points)
using Eq. ( 3) and the analytic representations ( solid lines) using Eq. ( 4) for
the various aerosol optical depths with parameters given by
a = al + a 2 T p
	 (6)
with a = 0.2138 a	 0.8848	 and R = 0.1717. It is seen that the random
model transmission formula with this assignment of parameters works quite well.
The result is not entirely unexpected if one considers the physical analogies
involved in the calculation of infrared band model transmission and the calcula-
tion of total solar energy transmission (see Green and Wyatt, 1965).
To calculate the downward diffuse (a) irradiance ( skylight!) we adapted
the discrete ordinate radiative transfer code of Shettle and Green (1974) to
obtain the "diffuse transmission" for total solar radiation given by
TTd =	 u S	 (7)
We have represented the calculated results analytically using





with the parameters given by












with K 1 	0.0716 K - 0.8642	 1• - 0.283	 y - 1.302 . The lower c)xv ,%s in
Fig. 1 show the fits to the numerical calculations (points). The fits ars sur-
prisingly good considering the fact that the physical processes are so differ-
ent from those implied in the random model. The fits can be adjusted to well
within 18 if we relaxed the specification that y - S.
To allow for the influence of ground albedo (Lambertian reflectivity) we
may use a device of Shettle and Green (Eq.43). This is based upon the assign-
ment of a reflectivity parameter r which is the fraction of the total radiation
reflected by the surface which is scattered back to the surface by the atmo-




where r x 0.124 and TTt and TTd ate given by Eqs. (6) and (8) respectively.
3. CLOUD EFFECTS UPON TOTAL SOLAR RADIATION
Dave and Braslau (1975), Liou (1976), and Spinhirne and Green (1978) have
calculated the total solar radiation penetrating various cloud thicknesses.
Here we consider the ratio of the downward component of solar radiation in the
presence of a homogeneous cloud layer of optical thickness T (at 550 nm) to the
total downward solar radiation for a cloudless sky. Thus we characterize the





T  F i4 (Aaj,11,0) 
where F+(AX ,u,T) is the total received downward enexyy in each spectral band
used in i the radiative transfer calculation.
We have obtained good fits to the results of our radiative transfer calcu-
lations with the surprisingly simple formula
T(1-r1A)
RT (T,Ii,A) = exp -	 2	 2	 (13)
	[a (11-11 0 )	 + ci(1-r2A))
where a = 16.0, li = 0.240, c = 9.13, r l = 0.922 and r = 0.952. Figure 2
illustrates the fiis of R  vs. Ii for T = 2, 10, and 30 whan A = 0.1 and A = 0.5.
We see that Eq. (13) provides an analytic representation of the three di-
mensional hypersurface R (T,Ij,A) which expresses the variation of the total
solar radiation ri''w sun angle (through u) ground albedo (A) and cloud thick-
ness (T) in ter! ­—af only five adjusted parameters. Let us next consider the
corresponding representations for spectral irradiance in the 280 to 340 nm
region.
4. ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL IRRADIANCES FOR CLEAR SKY
The ultraviolet spectral irradiance problem has the wavelength (a) and the
ozone optical depth (13) as important additional degrees of freedom. The down-
ward transmitted spectral irradiance at the ground may be computed simply using





where H(X) is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance, T , T , and T denote,the
wavelength dependent Rayleigh, aerosol and ozone optic^dl d pths, respectively,
and It, ul, 1 1 2 and P3 denote the cos0 and generalized cosine functions for these
species. If we now specify the optical depths of the three components at a
standard wavelength (ao = 300 nm) and their dependence on wavelength, we can
(11)
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simply calculate the downward transmitted component of the sun's UV irradiance.
The spectral dependence of the optical depths for ozone, air and a representa-
tive aerosol model in the wavelength region of interest may be represented
analytically by
t l
 - i a (ao/A) va , T 2 = t p (ao/A) vp
 .
and
^3 = T 30 [ + exp( -ao d ,
R + 1	 (15)
where A - 300 rim, T - 1.221, v = 4.27, Tp = 0.365, v - 0.58, R = 0.0439,
d - 8 nR, and 7 30 = a 3 . 2. Of coOrse, ip and Toz are dependent upon atmospheric
conditions.
Skylight or the diffuse irradiance is particularly important in the ultra-
violet. Dave and Furukawa (1966) have calculated UV skylight for the case of
a purely molecular atmosphere. To deal with the turbid atmosphere, Green,
Sawada and Shettle (GSS, 1974) developed a semi -empirical analytic representa-
tion to fit the synthesis of 10 years of UV spectral irradiance measurements
by Bener ( 1972). in addition, Shettle and Green (1974) have used a fast and
inexpensive radiative transfer calculational technique to obtain the UV dif-
fuse component in a turbid atmosphere. Dave snd Braslau (1975) have also com-
ple}-,' UV radiative transfer calculations using a much more refined computation
whic, ;an serve as a standard of accuracy in atmospheric radiative transfer
calculations. These sets of calculations can also be approximately represented
by the GSS empirical formulas with minor parameter adjustments„
The GSS semi-empirical formula for the diffuse spectral irradiance has
appeared in the literature with several minor variations and with somewhat dif-
fering parameter sets. It is believed that their analytic representations of
radiative transfer calculations or experimental data can be improved from the
258 level of accuracy to the 5% level by using molecular band models (Green
and Wyatt, 1965) rather than Beer's law as a point of departure. However,
pending the completion of this work, we recommend using the version and para-
meters of the GSS formula in Green, Mo and Miller (1974). To correct for
ground reflectivity upon clear sky global spectral irradiance, we use the
ground-air ground-reflectivity function of Shettle and Green (Ea. 46).
5. CLOUD EFFECTS UPON UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCES
To represent cloud effects upon UV spectral irradiances we use the same
basic methodology as that usea to represent cloud effects on t-)tai solar radi-
ation. Thus we assume that the ratio of the global cloudy sky spectral irra-
diance to the global clear sky spectral irradiance (for A = 0) may be repre-
sented by a slight generalization of the form
-
= exp 	6uvg 	 (a2[( p-po)2 + K 2 1r 2 ) + CT)
where a = a0 [T R/(T R + Toz )) 2 and ao = 25.14, po = 0.4181, K: = 0.732, c = 16.26.
Figure 3 illustrates the fits of Ruvg vs. p for T = 2, 10 and 30 and for
several wavelengths. The magnitudes of the results are quite good although
the small variations with p are not precisely described. However, the simpli-
fied radiative transfer calculations themselves m, `it not be accurate on such
fine points.
We have explored the dependence of the R uvg upon ,round reflectivity. We
have had reasonable success with the simple device of replacing T in Eq. (16)
by T(1-rA) with r = 0.69 [see Eq. (13)]. Undoubtedly we can do better by let-
ting r be wavelength dependent but since UV ground reflectivities are low (Fu-
rukawa and Heath, 1973) this simple correction should handle many situations.
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6. APPLICATIONS
The basic strategy of this applied study is to take advantage of the large
body of solar radiation measurements to assess the optical property of clouds.
Thus the local user would use observations of ground level total solar irradi-
ances together with TT11 given by Eq. (11), and RT, given by Eq. (13), to estab-
lish the c values of c^ouds in the visible region. Here we can take advantage
of the fact that Eq. ( 13) is algebraically invertible. First we cast Eq. (13)
to the random model form
R s exp - (t/10 /11 + ( 1 /1 2 )]	 (17)
Then by algebra we find the visible optical depth, t, using
I = ( y nR)	 1 + C1 +	 2	 '2	 (18)
Next we translate visible ground albedo into UV ground albedo using the data of
Heath and Furukawa 11973). Then using the CSS formula for the clear sky, to-
gether with Eq. (16), we calculate the UV spectral irradiance at the ground
from a cloudy sky. We hope in time to relate our results to spectral irradi-
ance observations from satellites (Heath. Mateer and Krueger, 1973).
It should be noted that at , 300 nm the cloud transmission ratio [Eq.(16))
is sensitive to the ozone concentration in the. cloud (Spinhirne and Green, 1978).
The characterization of this sensitivity remains to be established.
When the cloud thicknesses are not uniform we must first establish a dis-
tribution function for the optical depth. This can be done by using a time
trace of the total solar radiation to infer [via Eq. (13)] the time variation of
i over the observing site. Then using these i in conjunction with Eq. (16)
and GSS formula for the clear sky UV spectral irrt^iiance we may determine a
distribution function for the UV spectral irradianr-,: for a cloudy sky.
We are currently involved in practical tests of the foregoing procedures
by independent measurements of total solar irradiances and UV spectral irradi-
ances when clouds are present. From our preliminary investigations we are con-
fident that the procedure should work reasonably well when the horizontal scale
of inhomogeneities is small compared to the vertical scale. It is not yet clear
how the method would work for the case of widely scattered clouds but such
studies are also underway.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have defined a procedure for translating observations of total solar
irradiances when clouds are present into estimates of UV spectral irradiances.
The procedure can be implemented with the aid of a modern desk top computer.
The essential aspect of our procedure is the use of semi-empirical representa-
tions of diffuse radiative transfer obtained by outputs of complex radiative
transfer calculations made with large computers. Our work indicates that these
outputs lend themselves to analytic representations which are far more conveni-
ent in application titan the tabular outputs themselves. For example, once the
analytic representations of the UV spectral irradiance vs. ;^, .,, etc. are
available, one can by the methods described by GMM calculate daily UV dose,
monthly dose, annual dose, etc. One can also integrate over various measured
or assumed spectral response function (action spectra). The present work is a
feasibility study which indicates that it is possible to implement such metho-
dology.
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ANALYTIC MODEL APPROACH TO THE INVERSION
1
OF SCATTERING DATA
Alex E. S. Green and Kennoth F. Klenk
University of Florida
♦
We apply an analytic model approach which has,been
developed in nuclear studies to several simple atmospheric
Inversion problems. We illustrate by past work on the
solar aureole that this metho$ gives a sharp determination
of aer,asol size distribution parameters. We show that this
analytic approach, together with ground lAvel point sampling
data measurements, may be used to infer Information on the
tropospheric ozone proriie.
i
I. ATMOSPHERIC AND NUCLEAR OPTICS
Many of us who are now involved in atmospheric inversion
problems were previously involved in analogous problems in other
disciplines. As is natural, we try to bring to bear the experience,
sense of aesthetics, or prejudices, if you will, which we have
acquired in these other fields.' The beauty of this conference as
it is developing following some of the earlier papers is the sense
of open-mindedness which has emerged. It is as if this conference
has said, "Let a thousand flowers blossom."
In my own (Green) case, my main prior involvement with inver-
sion problems has been in connection with two nuclear physics endeav-
ors based largely upon scattering data--( 1) inferring the nature of
the fundamental interaction between neutrons and protons, and
(2) inferring the detailed nature of the nuclear potential mani-
fest in the shell and optical models of the nucleus. Let me use
297
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the first.problem as an illustration of how understanding is
advanced in scattering inversion problems.
When the neutron was discovered in 1932, the fundamental prob-
lsm in nuclear physics became that of inferring the basic force
between neutrons and protons. The approach followed has been to
perform scattering experiments, i.e., fire neutrons or protons on
hydrogen targets, and examine the emerging angular distributions
(phase functions) and polarizations at various energies (wave-
lengths) of the outgoing particles. The hope was to be able to
test various proposed two-body potentials which when inserted into
the SchrSdinger equation or Dirac equation might account for these
data within statistical error. This was the main line of approach
in nuclear physics until the early 1960s when the only phenomeno-
logical models which could fits the 0 to 400 MeV array of scattering
data and auxiliary data such as the properties of the bound two-
body system (the deuteron) were exceedingly complex, requiring
as many as 40 adjustable parameters in their description.
A breakthrough came in the mid-1960s when the discovery of the
w, p and q mesons by particle physicists led to the revival of
meson theory of nuclear forces initiated by Yukawa in 1935. With
the additional physical constraints of meson theory, it suddenly
became possible to fit the scattering data with one boson exchange
model requiring only five to ten adjustable parameters, rather
than the 40 parameters of purely phenomenological models. Although
the final story is not yet told, the nuclear physics community,
since 1967 (Refs. 1 and 2), has felt a great aesthetic sense of
relief that the fundamental law of nuclear physics is not as mon-
strous as it had appeared to be in the early sixties.
Thus, as some of the earlier speakers have already suggested,
it is the additional physics, physical judgment,and physical infor-
mation which one brings to bear with the scattering data which will
often determine the success and utility of an inversion scheme.
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studies leading to the nuclear shell and optical models
(Ref. 3) are even more.analogous to the atmospheric inversion prob-
lem. For over 40 years, experiments have been performed in which
various nuclear particles accelerated from 1 MeV to 100 GeV energy
•	 range are scattered from various nuclear targets. Many lead to
optical-type angular distributions (phase functions), polarizations,
scattering,and absorption cross sections. Many of these data
patterns can be accounted for by assuming a complex energy depen-
dent nuclear potential (complex wavelength dependent index of
refraction). Even the terminology of this subject, such as "the




Now nuclear opticians, like atmospheric opticians, divide up into
a school concerned with average gross properties and a school con-
cerned with statistical fluctuations. Both groups have greatly
enriched the subject, although, as in the light scattering case,
the communications between the schools has not always been the
best.
My own specialized pursuits of atmospheric optics (apart
from a stint in World War II) began in 1959 just after an intensive
t
involvement with nuclear optics (Ref. 4). In these pursuits, I
have mostly used the gross structure-nuclear optical modelers
•	 approach. The style here has been to use analytic models whose
parameters are determined by nonlinear least square adjustment to
experimental data. Then we look at the systematics of the param-
sters with the ultimate objective of relating them to more funds-
mental physical parameters, e.g., those in the basic nuclear force.
I would like now to illustrate this nuclear optical approach with
a few simple-minded attacks on some atmospheric optics problems.
II. AUREOLE STUDIES
Deirmendjian and Sekera (Refs. 5 and 6) very early recognized
the importance of Mie particles in the theory of the solar aureole.
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anomalously high transmission of the ultraviolet part of direct
sunlight. It is interesting to note that D. S. Saxon, who col-
laborated with Deirmendjian and Sekera on scattering from dielectric
spheres (Ref. 7) during the same time frame, played an important
role in the development of the nuclear optical model.
Our work, on determining aerosol size distributions from solar 	 •
aureole intensities, has used a type of atmospheric modeling and
single scattering theory which we first used in a satellite ozone
sounding analysis (Ref. 8). That the skylight in the neighborhood
of the sun can be used to good advantage may be surmised from the
optical theorem of nuclear and atomic scattering theory and
bistatic radar analysis (Ref. 9). These works indicate that
whereas backscatter cross sections (1800 scatter) vary in a
complex manner with particle shape and index of refraction, for-
ward scatter cross sections are primarily determined by the volume
of the particle. This property was first utilized in the doctoral
theses of Adarsh Deepak (Ref. 10) and Barton J. Lipofsky (Ref. 11)
which, among other things, involved photographic and photoelectric
studies of the solar aureole in the visible region (Ref. 12). More
recently, these studies have been extended into the ultraviolet
(Ref a. 13 and 14).
Dr. Deepak has already described some of the features of this
work in his talk on the Aureole Isophote Method and in connection
with his Stratospheric Aerosol Photographic Experiment (SAPE)
proposal. Let me add some words here on the advantages of this
type of experiment.
In Fig. 1, we show the densitometric traces of a measured
photographic aureole made with the obscuring disc technique. The
traces labeled r and 1 are through the solar almucantar whereas
the traces labeled band t are below and above the sun in the solar
meridian. The beauty of this experiment is the reference intensicy
provided by the solar disc, so in essence we have on our measuring
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Fig. 2a. Examples of oversize distribution.
Fig. 2b. Corresponding examples of distribution.
4	 solar intensity, attenuated by 10 4 by a Neutral Density 4 (ND4)
filter. Thus far, in our work at the University of Florida, we
have only exploited the information content in the almucantar
trace of the solar aureole.
For-the convenience of analysis, we use an analytic size
distribution characterised by the cumulative distribution function
(see Fig. 2).
L
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Fig. 3. Phase functions for model distribution.
N(r) + No / I1 + (r/a)')	
(1)
where No, v and a are adjustable parameters. This corresponds to
the differential size distribution
v




This analytic size distribution is a generalization of the Junge
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We have calculated a library of normalized phase function for
this two-parameter size distribution function. rigure 3 illus-
trates several examples. rigure 4 illustrates some recent work
at 640 nm showing the sharpness in the determination of v obtained
by this type of analysis (Ref. 14).
6pectral turbidity measurements, such as determined by a
multi-channel Sun photometer, also give information about the
particle size distribution (Ref. 15). Green and Sawada (Ref. 16)
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Fig. 4. Measured aureole intensii:y*along the almucantar
compared with calculations for three v variations in-the aerosol
size distribution. (From Ref. 24.)
aerosol size distributions characterized by Eqs. (1) and (2).
Thus, aureole data augmented by spectral turbidity data can lead
to a very sharp determination of v, as well as No.
Ne have considered the problem of multiple scattering in the
solar aureole (Ref. 17), particularly in the ultraviolet where
Rayleigh scattering becomes so important. Figure 5 shows an inter-
comparison of three calculations (Ref. 18): (1) a single scat-
tering treatment, (2) a multiple scattering calculation using Monte
Carlo techniques, and (3) a multi-channel calculation. The cal-
culation indicates that multiple scattering can be quite signifi-
cant, particularly in the ultraviolet.
In subsequent work, McPeters and Green (Ref..14) have found
that Rayleigh scattering is the source of most of this multiple
scattering in the solar aureole except at high particulate optical
depths. Accordingly, they have proposed an analysis technique
which uses single aerosol and Rayleigh scattering augmented by
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Fig. 5. Absolute intensity as a function of detector zenith
angle for two different Mie scattering functions as calculated by
three separate methods. The solid lines represent the results of
the multi-channel calculations, the dots are the Monte Carlo
results and the dashed curves are the single scattering calculations.
Note the break in the scale to avoid superposition of the two sets
of results. (From Ref. 10.)
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multiple Rayleigh scattering as determined by the use of the tables
of Coulson, Dave , and Sekera (CDS) (Ref. 19). Figure 6 is an illus-
tration of a fit to data based upon such an analysis.
III. DIFFUSE TO DIRECT RATIO MBASUPMU NTS
In connection with our ultraviolet studies in support of the
Climatic Impact Assessment Program (Ref. 20), we have attempted to
realistically characterize the diffuse solar radiation or sky
radiation in the ultraviolet. As it turns out, sky radiation in
the ultraviolet is often of greater biological consequence than
direct sunlight. Green, Sawada and Shettle (Ref. 21) have devel-
oped an approximate analytic formula which describes the diffuse
spectral irradiance in the ultraviolet region by adapting a single
scattering analysis to the systematics of Boner's experiments .
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Fig. 6. Normalized ultraviolet aureole intensities along the
almucantar compared with modified single scattering calculat.^on,
with and without the CDS Rayleigh multiple scattering correction
factor, and compared with a Monte Carlo full multiple scattering
calculation. (From Ref. 14.)
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Nor* recently, Chai and Green (Ref. 24) have recognisod the
merits of measurements of the ratio of diffuse to direct spectral
irradiance as a simple indicator of atmospheric optical propertiew.
The ratio method is analogous in some respects to our aureole
method except that there we must attenuate the direct solar inten-
sity by four orders of magnitude to compare it to the sky intensity.
Figure 7 is an example of measurements of the total sky irradiance,
the direct irradiance,and the ratio. The diffuse and direct both
vary very markedly, and reflect the fluctuations in the extra-
terrestrial solar spectral irradiance and in the ozone extinction
coefficients as well as in the wavelength dependence of instrumental
sensitivity. However, the diffuse to direct ratio is only slowly
varying but still sensitively depends upon such interesting charac-
teristics as atmospheric particulate loading, ground albedo,and
sky rover. This ratio method avoids problems associated with the
difficulty of absolute spectral irradiance measurements which, at
this time,are limited to about 8• in the ultraviolet region.
It should be remarked that Herman, et al. (Ref. 25) have
theoretically examined such a ratio method in the visible region
in an attempt to estimate the imaginary part of the index of
refraction of atmospheric aerosols.
We shall next consider another example of inverting of optical
data with the aid of the analytic modeling approach and auxiliary
information, such as may be obtained with simple ground-based
instruments.
IV. THE INVERSION OF THE IOW ALTITUDE OZONE PROFILE
Tropospheric ozo. , i is a constantly varying atmospheric com-
ponent which changes with the season of the year, locstion,and
time of day. Both photochemical and stratospheric transport pro-
ceases are important sources of tropospheric ozone and are respon-
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Fig. 7. Total, diffuse, direct, and the ratio of diffuse to
direct components of solar irradiances as a function of wavelength
as recorded on 31 July 1975 at around 13:50 EST. The magnitudes
of the irradiances are in relative scaler they are proportional to
the photomultiplier output in 100 PV. (From Ref. 24.)
A systematic program of balloon-borne ozonesonde observations
has pro%ided valuable data on the altitude structure of ozone which
can be used as a guide in constructing a versatile analytic model
(Ref. 26). We consider in what follows the possibility of infer-
ring the tropospheric ozone profile from diffuse to direct ratio
measurements in the middle ultraviolet in conjunction with ozone
•	 point-sampling at the ground. We model the altitude profiles of
tN4 atmospheric components with analytic functions .ecause such.
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r a technique simplifies data inversion and provides a convenient
way of communicating the resulting profiles.
Green (Ref. 8) has modeled the stratospheric ozone column
density as.a function of altitude y with a distribution used
extensively in the nuclear studies (the so-called Wood-Saxon
function)(Refs. 3 and 4)
wo(1 + e Yo/h)
w(Y)	
1 + e(Y - yo)/h	 (3)
Here 
o
 is the total ozone thickness and yo and h are parameters.
The density profile p(y) is given by
w






_	 o	 (l + e	 ) e
dy h	 (1 + e (y - y0 )/h 
The parameter yo
 is the altitude at which the density function
peaks and h scales the width of the distribution. Green (Ref. 2)
shows how yo, h and wo
 can be approximately inferred from solar
backscatter ultraviolet (W) measurements.. In their recent
analysis on ground level W, Shettle and Green (Ref. 23) add an
	
i	 exponential term to this function to allow for the tropospheric
ozone component. Here to characterize tropospheric ozone profiles
which are concave, i.e., the density decreases with-altitude above
the ground and then increasing at the tropopause, we add a second
term of the Corm of Eq. (3) or (4) with the parameters y . ' and h'
and where wT
 is now the sum of'wo + o'.
In Fig. 8, several profiles corresponding to various values
	
r	 of h' and p(0) are shown. Here yo ' - 0 and c - 0.29 atm-cmi and
r
Yo and h are set to 23 km and 4 km, respectively. Extreme con-
cave profiles can be obtained as well as curves of almost constant
density. Furthermore, convex profiles can be generated with two
distributions by setting y0 ' to be a positive number. Convex pro-
files are observed with greatest frequency in the summer months at
	
'	 latitudes above 4C0N.
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Fig. 8. Ozone cicnsity profiles for a number of different
values of the parameter h l ' and ground density, with yo • 23 km,
h-4km and go=0.
Assuming we know the ground level ozone density and also that
the ozone profile can be represented by a two component model with
y' . 0, we can test the sensitivity of the diffuse to direct ratio
to the parameter h'. In Fig. 9, we plot the ratio versus h' for
p(0) a, 40, 70, 100 (Ng/m3) for a wavelength of 300 nm. We take
•	 yo - 23 km and ho - 4 km. Furthermore, we have assumed the air
and aerosol profiles of Shettle and Green (Ref. 23) which are based
on Elterman ' s 1964 data (Ref. 27). The total aerosol optical
depth is 0.411; the aerosol is characterized by the cumulative
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Fig. 9. Diffuse to direct ratio dependence on the scale
parameter h' for ground ozone densities of 40, 70,and 100 ug/m3.
aerosol index of refraction is 1.5 + .01i; a ground albedo of 0.05
is assumed; and the Sun is directly overhead. The ratios are cal-
culated by using the multiple scattering technique of Shettle and
Green (Ref. 23).
The diffuse to direct ratio then can be used to infer a value
of h' from a set of curves as in Fig. 9 when used with point




	 Other simple and inexpensive measurements can be made simul-
taneously with the ratio and point -sampling measurements in order
to further delimit the inversion and reduce the uncertainties. For
example, aureole photography can be employed to infer the aerosol
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multi-wavelength photometry provides valuable information on the
aerosol optical thickness and its wavelength dependence (Refs. 15
and 16) .
The two most nebulous parameters are the aerosol single
scatter albedo and the ground albedo. It is important to know how
uncertainties in these parameters propagate through the inversion.
The aerosol single scatter albedo will depend on the aerosol index
of refraction and size distribution. By using aureole photography
to pin down the size distribution, one can draw on experience from
previous investigations to fix the aerosol index of refraction
within a range of confidence. For example, bistatic laser and
aureole photography methods (Ref. 28) indicate that the index of
refraction of a typical Gainesville aerosol is 0.005 t 0.005 .for
the imaginary part and 1 . 50 ± 0.05 for the real part. The diffuse
to direct ratio is found to be relatively insensitive to this range
of possible error. Similar considerations apply to the ground
.	 albedo. In the theoretical model a ground albedo of 0.05 was
assumed which is compatible with measurements by Furukawa and Heath
(unpublished reports, 1973 ) of various natural surfaces for the wave-
length region 310 to 380 ran. For example, they found that for scrub
desert the ground albedo was 0.04 over the 310 to 380 nm region.
•	 For farmland, 703 tilled and 30% covered with vegetation, the ground
albedo was found to be 0.07 to 0.08 for the 310 to 340 nm region.
Small errors in the ground albedo (z 0.02) do not significantly
affect the calculations. Furthermore, once the ground albedo is
known for a given location, the daily variations of h' can be
determined, unless, of course, the surface changes because of snow
cover, cultivation, or the like.
If the true optical depth is used in the inversion, then
underestimating the ground albedo or the aerosol single-scatter
albedo will lead to calculated ratios which are too small.
Overestimation will lead to calculated ratios which are too large.
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can be used to infer effective aerosol optical depths here since
In this region the ratios are rather insensitive to tropospheric
ozone. The effective optical depths can be extrapolated to smaller
wavelengths. These effective optical depths will be somewhat dif-
ferent from the true aerosol optical depths and will tend to con-
pensate for errors in the ground albedo and aerosol single-
scatter albedo. The diffuse to direct ratio around 300 to 320 nm
is insensitive to the altitude distribution of the aerosols so
long as the ozonq profile near the ground is not changing too
rapidly. Also, detailed knowledge of the stratospheric ozone
structure or thickness is not required.
V. OON=DING REMARKS
Strictly numerical methods of inversion are becoming pre-
dominant in remote sensing these days. These are, of course,
valuable to infer the irregularities and statistical fluctuations
in atmospheric properties. The analytic model method which we
have illustrated can be a valuable supplement to such numerical
methods. They are particularly useful when used in conjunction
with dynamical models of atmosphere structure because of the
additional physical input of such models. When the models are
joined to ground-based point sampling data, this remote-sensing-
analytic model approach gives approximate answers to important
questions involved in many public policy decisions on atmospheric
pollution.
SYNWL
a	 size distribution parameter, corresponds approximately to
the size of particle where n(r) peaks
h	 ozone distribution parameter which is proportional to
width of ozone density functions prime denotes another
value of h
m	 real part of aerosol refractive index
*:
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Zs absolute scattered intensity
n(r) differential aerosol size distribution
M(r) cumulative aerosol size distribution
No size distribution parameter which is equal to total nuu-
€
bar of aerosol particles
6	 r aerosol particle radius
wo total ozone thickness; prime denotes another value of wd
w(y) the ozone thickness function
k:	 y altitude
i	 yo altitude at which ozone density peaks; prime denotes
another value of yo
U zenith angle
81 scattering angle
V size distribution parametep which determines powei law
dependence of n(r) at large r
P(Y) ozone density function
T optical depth
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Deirmendjian: With regard to the importance of multiple scattering
In the aureole, I don't want to blow my horn, but I certainly wish
to protect Professor Sekera's memory. in my 1956 doctoral thesis,
I looked at the problem of the solar aureole at his suggestion.
The method used was essentially, Sekera's idea and consisted of
treating the aureole as a perturbation on the Rayleigh multiple
scattered skylight. And that is precisely what I did. Have you
seen my original 1957 paper on the aureole?
Green: Yes, we have seen your paper.
Deirmendjtan: It was exactly that. You increase the optical
thickness of the Rayleigh atmosphere by adding a perturbation
optical thickness due to-the aerosols. When you do that, it is a
kind of hybrid method where single scattering on the aerosols pro-
duces the aureole, but multiple scattering, mainly on the Rayleigh
particles, produces the rest of the background skylight. I thought
you didn't make that clear.
r
Green: We weren't aware of that aspect of your paper back then.
We were aware of your work on the aureole and we have quoted it in
our work.
Deirmendjian: I think that was the principal point. I have since
reexamined this method in 1970. I did not publish the results in
the open literature due to lack of funds. But they are available
in a formal 1970 Rand Corporation report, in which I introduced
new phase functions. Indeed, the curves that are obtained look
very much like some of the measurements I have seen. Subsequently,
I intended to compare them with the measurements and look into
their use to get information about the aerosol size distribution.
At the time, I was unable to do this for lack of support.
Green: Well, there was no intention to slight you or Professor
Sekera. We have in our work in this area acknowledged this. The
UV problem has a new interest in light of its biological aspects.
So part of this work was directed toward answering some particular
questions about the radiance of the W aureole where some serious
problems remained. My point about the low altitude ozone distri-
bution is that you can take advantage of the extra scattering
associated with aerosols to extend the path and the absorption in
the low altitude ozone layer. Thus, you can actually drag out a
little information about the high altitude distribution, but little
about the low altitude profile.
Weinman: While I agree with the previous speaker that the aureole
technique is a powerful one for determining size distributions, I
should point out that invisible cirrus clouds can plague this
ALEX E. S. GREEN AND KENNETH F. KLENK
technique. While there are frequent cases where you can get nice
smooth functions to which you can apply the theory, this hazard
always exists. If one looks at this data, one can pick up cirrus
clouds which are not at all visible to the naked eye. I think
that it takes a certain amount of judicious discrimination to get
cases to which you can apply the radiative transfer theory.
Green: I think Marsh has shown some results where contours of
isodensity on a film show distortions that are suggestive of a
thin cloud layer. In some of our work, we have noted some problems
of that nature, which one can, perhaps, use as information content.
Deepak: Yes, we have been looking at the shapes of the solar
aureole isophotes rather carefully and we see small bumps. The
isophote curves are not very smooth. That could be due to the
presence of thin clouds. In fact, we have an airport nearby;
when aircraft take off we can easily detect the presence of con-
trails from the systematic distortion in the shape of the isophotes
over the region of the contrail image.
Fymat: I was very interested in yours conclusion in determining the
scale height for the troposphere.
Green: For the tropospheric ozone distribution.
Fymat: Yes, but you need, as you say, the ozone distribution at
the lower altitudes. However, it seemed to me, and Dr. Mateer may
care to comment on it, that the actual ground-based Dobson measure-
ments are really being phased out in view of the fact that they
produce different results on inversion using different methods.
So, if we cannot get the distribution at the lower altitudes, how
practical is your conclusion?
Green: Well, insofar as profile, the Umkehr method (not the Dobson
method) relies, and Carl can correct me since he is much more
expert, on the setting of the sun and inverting sky radiances. Our
method could be worked at high noon since it is instantaneous. We
would use wavelength information and we have, in effect, shown by
simulated tests that the diffuse to direct ratio is only sensitive
to the addition of extra ozone below about 10 kilometers. So that
while it is not a complete profile, if you use it in conjunction
with ground level chemical measurement, it gives you information
which relates to the lower atmospheric ozone and it is insensitive
to the stratospheric ozone which is far more abundant. Now am I
correct that the Umkehr method more or less gives you the most
information about the higher atmospheric ozone? So there is no
real contradiction with anything previously known.
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Mateerr The Uskehr measurement is a different kind of measurement.
It is a ratio measurement of two wavelengths as opposed to what you
are doing--a ratio of diffuse to direct sunlight.
Green: Yes. We also are helped if we use two wavelengths as well.
It eliminates a little bit of the absolute radiometry problem. It
gives us another check.
i
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OPSN DISCUSSIONS I
K1ngr Alex, what do you think we can learn about solving the
atmospheric temperature inversion problem from the similar type
inversion problem in interring nuclear potential in nuclear physics?
Green: Well, I was discussing.this type of thing with Dr. Wark,
and the analogy would be if we brought to bear to the problem all
the physical dynamics data, not only at one location but at adja-
cent locations. Thus, if we had relatively few questions that we
posed to the radiative transfer problem, for example, to get hori-
zontal gradients in temperature profile, and perhaps include such
facts that there tends to be a tropopause and we are mainly inter-
ested where the temperature break occurs, and ask questions which
embody all of our experience as to reasonable temperature profiles.
Then when we apply this external information to an inversion prob-
lem, it is usually much easier to come to a physically reasonable
answer. Now 1 don't know if that's a good paraphrase of the
analogy. We do have one problem which I have to confess compromises
the analogy. In the case of the nuclear force problem we think all
neutrons and protons are the same, and unfortunately the atmosphere
takes on so many different states that we do have that extra com-
plication. Thus, if you tried to unfold many, many details of the
instantaneous atmosphere, you may be in trouble with this approach.
On the other hand, if you are satisfied with answering the types of
physical questions that, our dynamical meteorologists, pollution
experts, or biologists want answered, I think you get a lot of use-
ful information by these modeling approaches.
Norman: Alex, I would like to ask you, what is the sensitivity of
the direct diffuse--insofar as solving for ozone--to variations in
aerosol contents? Because as you know we are trying to apply it to
learn various parameters of the aerosol. Now you are using it to
learn about the ozone but it still has a sensitivity to aerosols
even at the ultraviolet wavelengths.
Green: Yes, I should, unless I commit another error of omission,
mention that Ben has used the.direct-to-diffuse ratio to infer the
imaginary part of the index of refraction working at 500 nanometers.
We were not aware of this work when we started ours, but were aware
of it 4uring its course. I think the trick in our case is to
choose two wavelengths--one in the region where the ozone is
absorbing ani one where it is nonabsorbing, Then we take advantage
of whatever we know about our aerosols, including a ground-level
aerosol measuring device, plus an aureole measuring device. I
would not go to anything expensive like a lidar. But I think is
we bound our aerosol model somewhat we find by sensitivity analyses
that we do get some information about the low level ozone. This is
what we would pick up by using two wavelengths, Just as Dobson does.
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would expect that the aerosols do not change very much, so that we
hold the aerosols confur.lon factor down.
Goulardr I sm trying to apply inversion techniques to the field
of combustion. I get the profiles of temperature or concentrations
following the methods that Dr. Chahine has developed. But, I gLat
them in terms of optical thickness. And when I want to convert it
to physical thickness, which is what the combustion people want, I
find that I cannot depend on the constant concentration of CO2 as
you do in the atmosphere. Could +someone give me some help on how
to get around this problem in frequency scanning only?
Chahiner Let me aikswer Professor Goulard's question on the solu-
tion in terms of the optical depth. You know, the independent
variable in the radiative transfer equation is T but we set dT
(8T/az)4z in the equation and obtain a solution as a function of
the physical scale Z. As you know at/8z is obtained on the basis of
an atmospheric model. Thus, the solution is truly a function of
T although it is usually presented as a function of z. The trans-
formation from the T-scale to the ^z-scale is done through a model.
Goulards You assume Laplace Law of the atmosphere and a constant
&1xing ratio?
Chahiner Yes, we have to do this.
Goulardr And for a flame?
Chahiner You would have to develop a model for your flame and
correlate your optical depths with a physical scale.
Goulardr Is the concentration of CO2 really constant throughout
the atmosphere?
Green; Well, it is, yes, within a small period of time. There
are some people who think it is growing.
Gille y The concentration of CO2 in the troposphere is quite con-
stant although not absolutely so. It varies seasonally by perhaps
one part per million out of a background of 330 with a long-term
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AMlrise:R—We present an improved analytic charucterization of dif fuse spectral irradiance (skylight) for
the wavelength rangF: 2t10 3%0wn and sitar ienith ungAn range from 0 to 85'. 'fhe furmuids achieve
$tester d►wuracy by tal f wusing o i l 	 reprexentatio,ts and (U) adjustinS the parameters to the mots 	 iprodse rudaative transfer calcukations of Dave Bra:, lau and Halpern.
r
	
INTRODUCTION	 r dimensions, 2, the	 .11th, 0. the sun an gle, a► ,,;
`	 There is u serious nerd for simple but accurate anal 	 the ozone thickness, w l . he aerosol thickness, (bushk	
tie characterizations of skylight, particularly in tic 4 of which are dependent upon y, the altitude) and A. In the ground albedo. In addition, the profile ch<.racter-
UV where skylight sometimes has greater biological istics of the ozone and aerosol ester. Rather thou F
Importance than direct sunlight. Previous work by { 	 I
Green et al. (1974) (GSS), ShCU1C and Gfeelt (1974), ! skylight as beginning 	 attempt  describe UVur ction of these m ny degrc so  rice. i
Green and Mo ( 1974) (GM). Mo et al. ( 1975) and ; don. we shall attempt to utilize the experience gainedGreen (1976) have provided simple approximate
i	 phenomenological representation of the systematics o[ i in our earlier studies
	
i	 The downward' direct spectral irradiance at theBetter (1972) and ' of numerically calculated diffuse, ground may be placed in the basic form.
1 -spectral irradiances. however, gxperimeatal studies off 	 .
Chai and Green (1976), and Harrison et at (1978a, b) i 	 D(2, 0) ^ cos 0 f!(1.)cxp — ^ (tl /µ^)	 (1)',
bane focused attt ration on the ditfuse/direct ratio 	 1
which avoids problems with absolute radiometry '
•	 .' which are particularly difficult in the UV region. ` where zt, r= and is -denotes the air, aerosol and ozone
- 	 • Furthermore. this ratio depends more slowly upon ^ optical depths, respectively. and µ, lo
t
. µ= and 113
wavelength than the diffuse spectral irradiance itself. denote cos0 and generalized cosine functions which {
Unfortunately the dependence upon angle of the dif- are appropriate to the three species in view of the
:	 (use/direct ratio can be large because the denominator roundness of the earth. We will express these func-
:	 (the direct irradiance) becomes so small at large solar lions in the form	 .^
i	 senith angles. In the present work we -will use snore 	 M + tol u=
elaborate ratio techniques to find an accurate analytic .	 Ile- I +	 (2)^
characterization of skylight which, for all angles and
wavelengths of interest, will bring the fit to Humeri- Where
 
the i s are small characteristic numbers which)tally generated diffuse irradiance from the 25% level : 	 +
of accuracy to about the S% level. Towardthis aim, depend upon the altitude distribution of the species.
(See GSS 1974 for n more complete discussion.)rather than use the numerical output of the code 
available to us (Shettle and Green 1974) we will use
the results of the more precise radiative transfer calcu-	 CttARACfF.RIZATIOY OF SKYLIGHT
 
of Braslau and Dave ( 1973) and Dave and It would be time and space consuming to recount F
Halpern (1975). Their results (to be referred to as , all the analytic forms, mathematical models and k
DBH) for six models (B. C, D, Cl, Dl and CI •, see approaches we have examined during the course of
Table 1) have kindly been made available to us in the ; this investigation. In addition to. molecular band type
forth of magnetic ttapc output and readahtc hard copy. '.	 Table t. Aunasphcric nudeslit effect, the objective of this ,paper is to make tile.
results for the various DIM I models available in ana- f
	 Aerosols
tytic form for biological users. Tito form. developed is ^ 	 Gaseous	 Height	 Refractive
more rUK;iate than those previously proposed but 	 Model absorption	 distribution	 index	 j
should be worthwhile if a precise knowledge of then 	 A	 No	 Nostate of the atmosphere is available. 	 g	 Yes	 No
	
C	 Yes	 Average	 I.54.0i
ANALVI'IC FORM FAR DIRECT	 ^	 D	 Yes	 Heavy	 1.5 O.W
	
CI	 Yes	 Average	 1.5 001i
	
tRRaul w^cE	 Dt	 Yes	 Heavy	 1.5 -0.011	 }
	
The problem ac arc involved with has many,	
CIO	 Yes	 Average	 LS O,01i












Thus, iepresctttatirnts at the few per cent kvel of
atxura should be fe •tsibk cxcc t wsihl at the Ear-
-	 Sest solar zenith ungkzs and Ilia shortest wavelengths.
cy	 p po 	 y
TI►e points in Fig. 1 illustrate variations of !/ with
ssoANts	
0 at w3 - 0.30 using 'data' from Dave and Ilalpern
•	 (1975) Model C. I lure the points are numerically
Senerated results at 297.5. 307.5 and 330.0 ntn. The
•	 •'	 anooth curves are derived from an analytic rel,resen-'
'	 Cation in the form
•	 ,	 PO., 0)
	 [F + ( I — F)CXP — 73(13 + 14)#ICXP
...	 (7a1 ► + 73T3)# 	 (6)11
:	 where
i F	 1 + A93LhN 3 (Y).+ T4Na (y) + Ok3(Q*1'
• - go + gay.	 (7) i
...	 1. +t	 to 1118 	 COS Olt = to + to (8)i





cal depth corresponding to T 3 the particulate scatter-1
1	 ing optical depth, k 3O.) the,ozone absorption cocfli-
.	 cient.•Nr(y), N3(y). and N30') are the total thicknesses ,
•	 , ;
	
above the altitude (y) each normalized to unity at sea s • .	 .,
'	 level (y a 0) The mathematical form we use for rach l
to
	 49	 so	 ao	 wo	 of these is (see Fig. 2'and Table 2).$&A* 2E"ITH AN¢LE
	





Figure 1. Shows our fits to Y(;, The smooth curves are t 	 NAY)	 f dy + exp(y/IIJ
our analytic fits and the points represent the'daW.
.	 1 + exp (Y — 31)171	 j
;t, (I _ D . 1 + exp — y1h,	 .(9),
models we tried -again to adapt the two stream model 1 where yl	 the altitude of the maximum density(Mo et al., 1975) for the purpose at hand. However, = of specics 1, h, and / I are scale height parameters, x l is
-	 'inaccuracy or cumbersomeness led us- to reject many . a shape parameter, and j is a fitting parameter. All of!
-approaches in favor of the analytical model which;; the parameters in Eq. 9 are depcndcut on the model i
:	 Snally evolved. In this model our basic strategy is to 	 distribution ►L,cd. The first term in Eq. 9 controls the
'	 represent the downward ditfuse spectral irradiance: (S);	 lo%v altitude distribution, Ilia second the high altitude i
at the ground in terms of two ratios and the -direct ;	 distribution. With this representationthe T,(1.) is thespectral irradiance for an overhead sun (0 	 0, or'	 f
µ - 1) Thus for diffuse sky irradiance we use	 t	 optical depth at sea level and Ti().)Ni(y^) is the optical,
«-^	 depth above any altitude. The Rayleigh and ozone f
`	 !	 extinction cocflicicnts used by Dill[ ure given in,
s	 SO.. 0) = S^•(i•,0)Al(J•)H(J.)exp —1	 Tt
J 	(3)	 Table 3. The spectral shape of the aerosol extinction l
•	 \	 coefficient over the range 280-350 am depends upon
where	 the size distribution assumed. For the DBH models it
•	 l.0) = All 0•)1SO., M	 (4) •	 appears adequate to use an average aerosol optical'depth independent of wavelength. fable 4 gives the
-	 with	 best fit parameters obtained for the UtiH models. 	 i
•	 hf(l.) _ So. 0°)/DO.. VI ) . (5)	 Next we examine the ►atio	 Af. After trying a
.number of approaches, we obtained favorable results
The virtue of this combination of ratios is that the 	 fot the 13811 models with 
the representation^, r	 '
dynamic range of AI is less than one order of magni-= 	 A1(1)
tudc for the wavelength range of interest (280-380 nm) 	 n•
and for various aerosol optical depths and ozone'
	 1 + A, 3nyN3(y)[r 3 N3(y) + TaN3(y)]"'' 	 (10)3thicknesses of interest. Furthermore, the dynamic
rant;. of .V is atco reasonable (1 order of magnitude;	 Table 4 *gives the	 Al parameters for the	 DIIII
above 320 nm. 2 above	 30o nil,	 3	 orders :above I	 mode1q. Figure .1a illustrates the (its as a function of !	 `'
290um and 4 orders of magniludc above 280nm).; 	 wavelength for Model C'10 with n'3	 0.2.0.3 and 0.4, (	
4
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'! Figure 2. Nr(y) functions
i
i Table 2. Adjusted parameters for N,(y) j
Average aerosols' 	 Heavy aerosols
^/	 1	 2(C)	 3. 2(D)j'	 1.000
	 0.960
	 0.039 0.956•
s4	 0437	 -0.143	 2350 -0.448 i
j : Are	 6.350	 0.952	 2.660 1.003yt	 16.330	 22.510 19.3781
• X,	 -	 3.090	 4.920 1.106•
tt	 1.8 x 10' 3	3.0 x 10'4
	7A x 10'3 3.0 x 10'4
•	 ±. Table 3. Wavelength dependent optical parameters as used in computations
Scattering	 h(A) Scattering Absorption
. IW)	 Nominal	 optical	 Ozone optical optical
2 Solar energy	 spectralthickness
	 absorption thickness thickness
Wavelength incident at top
	
bandwidth	 due to	 coellicicnt due to due to(pm) (mw cm	 ism 	 (dim)	 molecules	 (atm-cm)'' aerosols aerosols
` 02975 54.90	 0.005	 1.2652	 13.58' 0.08012 0.01369
i -	 0.3023 5535	 0.005	 1.1779	 6.76 0.08052 0.01355
0.3075 64.60	 0.005	 1.0980	 3.50 0.08091 0.01342 I
' 0.3125' 72.6S	 0.005	 1.0248	 1.73 0.08129 0.0138
0.3175 79.70	 0.(X)3	 0.9577	 0.890 0.08166 0.01315 t
0:3725 90.25
	
01X15	 0.8960	 0.460 0.08:03 0.01302 !
43300 103M)	 0.010	 0.8123	 0.1730 0.08256 0.01282 l
034W 107.40	 0.010	 0.7164	 0.0515 0.083211 0.01257
0.3500 109,30	 0.010	 0.6341	 0,0086 0.08190 0.01233
0.3600 106.80	 0.010	 0,5634	 0.(X)14 O.OS•152 0.01 NY)
f" 0.3750 115.70	 0.020	 0.4751	 O.O(X)0 0.08539 0.01175
^ ., ts•Q1131• f.a0.011•
6 • For DI Model multiply l i and t. by 4.18.
f,J
t	 .	 • •
r	 ^
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$pecks Rayleigh Particulate Ozone
Paramctcr 1. 1 t-2 11-3
rt 0.3777 x427 x977AN a71179 19350 0.19711




parrmtelcr X-0 0.- a s- b
q, 1.104 10790 0.5866
pe — 1.3230 0.7847
M 1.433 0.067






	 i from the air and aerosols would not strictly by Lain-
It is possible to infer the global irradiance G(A, )•, 0) 4 bertian. However, using A,. to correct the downward
for any ground albedo (A) from the global irradiance ( diffuse spectral irradiance to the equivalent ground
GA 3.0) for zero ground albedo by using the formula I level but for zero ground albedo we use
	




l:— r(1.)A	 • (1!) S where W..4) is the air reflectivity function. We would
expect this function to fail off with altitude in a w.sy
where r(1,) are the air reflectivities. The air rcflectivity dependent upon the air and aerosols. above the
values of Shettle and Grecn have fit rather accurately ground. Since the backscatter of air is usually much ^•
by a similar equation as the analytic equation for, greater than the backscatter of aerosols, we. will let i
MO) above i.e.
N, '03) s !t&r T t Nt(f) + As:Lt:N:(y)7°`. (12) 09,•
Table 4 gives the corresponding parameters for the 	 9.7	 M
various DISH models. Figure 3b illustrates the fits for












upon the height of the ground above sea level has
been a source of confusion. Strictly sneaking, one can-
not use the downward diffuse spectral irradiance at an
	
a^
altitude y above the ground (at sea level) as equivalent
to the downward spectra) irradiance at ground which^oa
	
J	 y
is at a height y„ above sea level. Yet this is the only ?
	 •/
data available to us at this time. We can, however, use'
such data to fill out our analytic representation in the
	 ••
following way.	 • 0.e
	
Fast, we calculate the equivalent ground albedo;
	 °t	 • 0.4
associated with the air and aerosols below ground'
	 • 0.4
altitude y by using the altitude dcpen.lent irradiance
S, D and U in	 t
oU,^*Y)	 (13)
oI:,o ,0
	 30	 30.	 xo	 aio	 a+o	 3eo	 >fiowhere U is the upward diffuse irradiance when the sea ^ 	 . tNMr
level ground albedo vanwic.. 'rite alhcdos su
	 Figtin 3a. Shows our fits to A/ti.). Attain, the smooth
obtained are sli;;htly dependent upon the sun anttic as 	 carves are the tit. and Vic puiMs are the d; ► ta.












Char"Witatinn of UN skylight
The ttaytcigh optical depth can also be tit reason•
ably well its this spectral region by 	 1
.►•»
^	




Figure 4 also shows this behavior.
Finally the ozone attenuation coefficient may be




t a + expf a
where ko = :?.517, p - 0.0445 and a : 7.294........:
Figure 4 also shows this function.
For the aerosol models chosen by Dave et at it is I
sufficient, to treat s= as a constant, i.e. its value at
,lg = 300nm. For other models we could revert to the,
expression used earlier by GSS, i.e.:
pa70	 ago	 210	 g30	 fg0	 M t2 - T20(;d))rl	 (2D) ,
Figure 4. Spectral functions	 !. DISMSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have developed a mathematical expression for 11
the diffuse spectral irradiance (skylight!) which has
;r{) y) fall off with height above sea level according to been adjusted simultaneously to the various models of
the approximation DBH using their extinction and attenuation coeffi-
Kl, yj'*• KL,O)p(y)/po s r(),0)N,(y).	 ( ls) cients. The fits to these data are generally within ITx,for the wavelengths (1) zenith angles (0), ozone thick-
This permits us to generate diffuse spectral irradiance ness (+v3) and aerosol optical depths (r 2) available as
values for ground level at an equivalent zero albedo. input data. The ,its have been generalized to encom.
We next use the procedures in the previous section to pass several ground afbedo (A) and ground altitude'
analytically represent S(0,1„ yr). We have tested this (yr). The function of six variable (A. 0, ws, s2 . A. yI) so
procedure with model C. The altitude dependent eocf- obtained can now reasonably be used for various in-
bcienis are well characterized by Eq. 12. terpolations and extrapolations between or somewhat
beyond the data points used in adjustment process. 	 i
Our equations are capable of more precise fits to ,J
numerical data (5%) if one limits the number of
WA•vt:LF.NGTH DEPMENT FUNCTIONS models that are fit simultaneously and if one uses
inputs for 1/(1.), k30-) etc. Thus we can de-Previously Green er al. characterized the extrater. • numericalscribe the Cl*model output, for example, with con-
restriat solar spectral irradiance I!(}) by siderably greater precision and %^.tn fewer parameters-
f	 j
L °
than we can by fitting all the models simultaneously.
NO.) = K I +
	 d	 1.	 (16)'II Table 5 contains the paraunctcr values for the indivi-
This provides a reasonable representation in the inter-'
dual fits to the various models. For some specialized
purposes such representations might be useful as
vat 290 to 340 ant. t lowever, to extend this we will use alternatives to the original tables.
('	 2 —^ `)	
:
For the purposes of most of the applications our
U(;.) = KS t = exp{—^ exp^—	 ° )
^
11)
	 (17) fiencralized model adjusted to all of the cloudlessa
l 	 {LL DRII models should be most useful. Furthermore• if
where K = V)95, K = 0 .0902, b = 23.74, 29 = 300 mn. ,` we replace the wavelength depe=ndent inputs used by
131111 by the smooth 	 mathematical functions de.




Thckackara (1971). It should be noteel that the Planck' tion we	 spectral irradiance:x
function dues not lit this spe=ctral region no matter at arbitrary wave=length separation. This should be
what tempe=rature is chosen. 	 + helpful to photubiolo"i sts who must convolute spec- 	 r
t
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Parameler 0 C Cl CIO D Dl
(a) AI(A) Parameters •
A., 07120 0.8869 0.7994 0,8628 0,8012 0.7994
A.i - -0.7972x((1(3.3274 14.614 ' 3.6567 • 3.3274
A.S 0.2333 0.3016 11,1918 02525 0.1556 0,1918
re	 - . - 3.2873 1.6512 7.7010 1.6368 3.2873
46 1.0338 0.8909 1.0691 0.9257 1.0674 1.0691(b) r(2, ws) Parameters
AN 415332 03640 0.5595 0.5608 0.4789 0.4375
Ab s -• 0.1000 -0.0127* %'<)(0.l068 0,1470 0.07316
Al.) 0.5808 0.6470 0.6543 0.6428 0.5197 0,5821!
Ps - 1.0000 0.8118 0.3453 0.3165 0.24.'tp
41,10 0.6539 0.6040 0.6020 0.6050 0.6334 0.6102(e)	 .1.0) Parameters
7i 0.542 0.5842 0.5565 0.4758 0.5328 0,4840
yr 0.0 0.3968 0.5383 1.1383 0,6832 0.7779
ri 0.9833 0.9968 1.0046 1.0158 1.0234 1.0184
0 1.0712 1.1826 1.2010 1.0210 1.1510 1.2083
A's 8.0884 7.7196 1.0117 19.98 4,7746 0.6355
to 0.01992 .0.02285 0.02091 0.02253 0.02892 0.02825
/.. O.S941 0.4123 3.0985 0.2701 O.S789 3.4702
to	 i 0 0 0. 0 0 0
• is 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Table 6. Analytic models of 3(3., 0) tested•
Model Poemula Fit
Exponential Poor
Double Exponential (1-F)e-$# + •Fe"0a* Best
•	 Mayer Goody 0 e-•	 ^ • Nat Good  ..	 .
t	 Verhulst ¢ FAO# - 1 + F) Fair
Verhulst 0 (P+ 1)/(p + er•) Poor
Verhulst 0 = (P + 1)!(p + coo ) Fair
Mayer Goody 02 0 "80211 ' 6620 Fair
`	 Modified M-G 0= a"•''M' •	 "'' Fair
•	 Gaussian -1 e-00 Poor
Gaussian -2 C-80-01 Good
Gaussian -3 (1•- F)• " ••' + Fe-00 Fair
Fraction to Power [a/(I - is + a)]' Fair
Malkmus exp - 2x/Q[(1 + /10) 1 - 1] Good
•	 is defined by Eq. S. The symbols (1,x.11. and F are wavelength
dependent parameters.
tral irradiancus with various types of action . ")ectra to course of this study. The GSS formula and the GM'
arrive at an equivalent dose rate for studic:. 1 dose ; variation were first considered but set aside in favor!
response relationships. For such purposes the .rrcgu- of models which led to simpler expressions for they
lar structures in /I(;.). k 3(L) should average out ' 'o: the ratio Yo., 0) (Eq. 4.) The two strcunt formula by Mo,
most part.	 f et at. (1974) was alto considered but was found to be
Our analytic altitude distributions can also serve as , very cumbersome when modified to achieve accuracy.'
a convenient way of inputtins other possible atmos• ' Table 6 lists sonic of the formulas which we have
pncric models. It is not unreasonable to expect that ' considered for the ratio Y (O.).). ► long with comments
the spectral irradiances for somewhat varied altitude as to our fitting experience. While we cannot say that
distributions will change in a fashion called for by our ; further data fitting will not change the overall rating I
equations. It is also reasonable to allow for other ; the double exponential has the advantage of flexibility i
absorbing components such as hitch SO, concen- f and simplicity. The ratios At(;.) (l:q. 10) and r(.. av3)
tr lions in ail urh:m area into our model by incorpor- ( Ill. 12) were directly adapted from tlae GSS effort.
atinb an additional ►wtks(R)N SU) in parallel with the	 In final conclusion we trust that in addition to its
ozone terns. 	 i usefulness to photobiologists our equation will serve
It might serve a useful purpose to inventorize the: as a frame of reference for charting; experintent.11
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Accurate characterizations of ultraviolet (UV) skylight are needed
in several disciplines. These include photobiology, where UV plays an
important role in vitamin D production, in skin cancer dose response
studies and in agriculture where it adversely influences plant growth, and
in biological oceanography where it influences phytoplankton. In addition,
UV impacts upon air pollution, tropospheric chemistry in general and in-
directly upon climate change questions. The need for accurate characteri-
zations is probably better served by approximate analytic representations
rather than by large masses of computer outputs. Towards this end we first
review sources of numerical "data" on UV atmospheric radiation. Then we
review a number of attempts by the Florida group to characterize UV skylight
analytically. These began in 1973 with the Green, Sawada, and Shettle
representation and continue with the 1979 formulation of Green, Cross and,
Smith. After indicating the various formulas examined we present illus-
trations of fits of these formulas to experimental and theoretical spectral
irradiances. The degrees of freedom include wavelength, solar zenith
angle, ozone thickness, aerosol content, ground albedo and altitude.
Finally, we present a representation of actinic UV flux in a form similar
to that developed for spectral irradiance. The purpose is to provide
the user with convenient access to the massive body of radiative transfer
calculations in the middle ultraviolet regions.
2. Prior Work and Sources of Data
Experimental and theoretical knowledge of atmospheric spectral
-1-
-2-
Irradiance in the ultraviolet (UV), particularly the diffuse component
(skylight) was at a very primitive state until the 1960s. From 1958
to 1969 Boner (1963, 1970x, b) conducted extensive series of measure-
ments of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation in Switzerland, which to this
day provides the best available body of spectral data. The systematics
of these measurements as functions of solar angle, wavelength, ozone
thickness and other variables were gathered together in a final report
(Bener, 1972).
The first major theoretical attempt to present UV spectral irra-
diances reaching the ground was by Dave and Furakawa (1966). They pre-
sented solutions to the radiative transfer equation for Rayleigh atmos-
phere having realistic levels of ozone. Serious attempts to allow for
aerosol scattering came out first in 1973 in several parallel and inde-
pendent efforts. Green, Sawada and Shettle (GSS, 1973, 1974) used a
phenomenological modification of a formula based upon single Rayleigh
and aerosol scattering adjusted to Bener's systematics as an analytic
representation of the diffuse spectral irradiance (skylight). Simul-
taneously Shettle and Green (1974) developed a fast multiple scattering
calculational method to predict UV spectral irradiance. Shotkin and
Thompson also in 1973 used atmospheric models containing aerosols
along with a Monte Carlo method and the two stream approximation to arrive
f
at UV spectral irradiances. They compared their results with Bener's
data and"found some discrepancies of the order of 20%. Braslau and Dave
(1973) also about the same time, used direct solutions of.the spherical
harmonic approximation to the basic radiative transfer equation to
arrive at diffuse UV spectral irradiances. Thus by 1975 our knowledge
91,.
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of UV radiation levels and the influence of aerosols upon it had
advanced very greatly.
In connection with the applications mentioned in the 'introduction,
there is a serious need for simple but reliable analytic characteri-
zations of ultraviolet skylight which usually have greater biological
importance than direct UV sunlight. The work along these lines by GSS
Miller (1974)
and SG, by Green, Mo t and A , Mo, Kezwer and Green (1975), and Green
(1976) provide analytic representations of the systematics of Bener's
1972 work and of numerically calculated diffuse spectral irradiances of
Shettle and Green. To overcome problems of assigning absolute irradiances.
Chai and Green (1976), and Garrison et al. (1978a, b) focused attention
on diffuse/direct ratios. These ratios depend more slowly upon wave-
length than does the diffuse spectral irradiance itself. Unfortunately,
because the direct irradiance becomes so small at large solar zenith
angles, the dependence upon angle of the diffuse/direct ratio is very
large. Green, Cross and Smith (1979) have recently found a more accurate
analytic characterization of skylight which, for all angles and wave-
lengths of interest, will bring the fit to numerically generated diffuse
irradiance from the 25% level of accuracy to about the 5% level. As
input data they used the results of the more precise radiative transfer
calculations of Braslau and Dave (1973) and Dave and Halpern (1975).
This work summarizes the GCS effort particularly as it related to the
influence of aerosols on skylight. In addition it describes some initial
results of an attempt to represent actinic flux with a formula of the
GCS type.
k-4-
3. The GCS Representatson of Diffuse Spectral Irradiance
The spectral irradiance problem has many dimensions; A, the wave-
length, 9, the sun angle, w3 , the ozone thickness, w 2 , the aerosol
thickness (both of which are dependent upon y, the altitude) and A. the
ground albedo. In addition, the profile characteristics of the ozone
and aerosol play a role.
The direct downward spectral irradiance reading the ground follows in
a straightforward way using Beer's Law. It may be written in the form
A(a,8)	 cosO H(a)exp - ` . Ti /Nj)	 (1)
where ti , T2 , T3 and T4 denotes the Rayleigh scattering, aerosol scattering,
ozone absorbing and aerosol absorbing optical depths, and ug, pi t u2 and
u3 denote cosS and generalized cosine functions of the form
ui	 (u2+ti)/(l+ti)	 (2)
Here the ti 's are small characteristic numbers depending upon the altitude
distribution of the species which allow approximately for the roundness
of the earth. It would be time- and space-consuming to recount all the
analytic forms, mathematical models and approaches which have been tried
to analytically characterize the diffuse spectral irradiance. The most
natural model to start with is the two stream model and attempts to
use it have been made by Shotkin and Thompson (1973) and by Mo, Kezwer
and Green (1975). However, inaccuracies or cumbersomeness have thus
far favored empirical models over the two stream model. In the GCS
model the basic strategy was to represent the downward diffuse spectral
—s—
irradiance (S) at the ground in terms of two ratios and the direct
spectral irradiance for an overhead sun (e - 0, or u - 1). Thus
diffuse sky irradiance is expressed in the form
SOO) 
_,(^(^•8)^"^(J ► )tl(a)exp -(I z )	 (3)
where





The virt - . ,i of this combination of ratios is that the dynamic range of
,I(a,e) and particularly RM over the wavelength range of interest
(280-380nm) and for various aerosol optical depths and ozone thicknesses
of interest are relatively modest so that analytic representations at
the few percent level of accuracy should be feasible except possibly at
the largest solar zenith angles and the shortest wavelengths.
The numerically generated points in Figure 1 illustrate variations
of.d
e 
with a at wOz - 0.30 using "data" obtained from Dave and Halpern
(1975). The dark smooth curves on Figure 1 are derived from the GCS
analytic representation
.G► (a, e) _ ( F +( 1- ^• ) cxp-Y3( T 3+T 4 )O) eXp- ( Y lT l + Y^ T 2 )^	 (G)
where
^ - [ (1 + OAP  + 014 - 1	 (7)
-6-
Here T4 denotes the particulate absorption optical depth corresponding
to t2 the particulate scattering optical depth and
F	 1	 (g)(7► )^ 901 + A03 (t 3N 3 (y)+t 4 112 (y)+9 k3 
with
•	 t M to + tay	 (9)
and
9 = go + gay	 (10)
The functions N 1 (y), N2 (y), and N3(y) are the total thicknesses above
the altitude each normalized to unity at sea level (y - 0). Following
GSS, GCS and other works they are represented by the mathematical form
Ni (y) a fi
	1 +
a 
	 1+exp - yi/Xi
ai+exp v/ni) + (1-fi) 1+exp Y-Yj )/X-i- 	(11)
With these representations the T i(a) are the optical depths at sea level.
Also shown on Figure 1 by light lines are the direct ratios
X) (a.e) - n(X,e)/n(X .o°) 	 (12)
Note that these fall off more rapidly at large solar zenith angles than
do the corresponding S(a,e). Thus, as the sun sets the diffuse irradiance
increasingly becomes more important as compared to the direct irradiance.
For e - 0 the relative magnitudes of the direct and diffuse
spectral components are fixed by the /MM function. The lower curve in






al T l N (y) +Aa2 lt ztJ^ (y) ) a	 (13)/K 
1+Aa3W3N3 (Y) IT3N3(y)+T4N2(Y)]ga
-7-
Table 1 gives parameters for the GCS diffuse spectral irradiance
formula for an average atmospheric model. The quantities in parentheses
will be described in the next section. To complete an analytic repre-
sentation it is necessary to specify H(A), Tl(A), T2 (A), T
3 
(A) and
T4 (A). The wavelength dependence of H(A) in the interval 280-380mn
may be represented as a smooth function
A - A
H(A) - K 1 - exp[- K exp ( 
46o)
] 3
with K - 1095 W/% nm, K - 0.6902, A - 23.74, Ao - 300nm. This empirical
function fits much better than the Planck function no matter what tempera-
ture is chosen.
The Rayleigh optical depth and`the ozone absorption coefficient
may be represented by
Tl (A) = 1.221(Ao/A)4.27 	 (15)
and
A - A
k3(A) - T 3 (A)/w3 - ko(S+1) / [B+ex'p( 
d 
o)l	 (16)
with ko - 9.517 (atm. cm) -1 , 8 - 0.0445 and d - 7.294.. For most purposes
it is sufficient to characterize the aerosol scattering depth T 2 and
the aerosol absorption depth T4 as independent of wavelength over the
range 280nm to 380nm. While some variation would be expected, the
usually uncertain differences between atmospheric models from the
no-aerosol case T2 = T4 = 0 to an average aerosol case, T2 = 0.089
T4 = 0.012, to a heavy aerosol case, T2 z 0.34, T4 s 0.05, far outweigh
these minor wavelength variations.
(14)
N'
The foregoing equations apply to the case of zero ground albedo.
One can use the methodology of Shettle and Green, and Green, Cross and
Smith to correct for any ground albedo. This entails introducing an air
reflectivity function, r(a,w3) which may be represented by
r0X $w) - Ab1T1N1 (y
) + Ab2IT2N2(y)l pb 	
(17)3
1 + Ab3 IT3N3 (y) + T4N2(y)1%
The complete model so constructed using the average parameters given in
Table 1 provides a reasonably accurate representation of spectral irradiance
for all of the Dave Breslau atmospheric models.
To correct the irradiance for non-zero albedo we use
1 - r(A,w3)A
where A is the ground reflectivity and
G(O,A,9) - Dom + Soo) .
4. Analvtic Representation of the Diffuse Actinic Snectral Flux
Peterson (1976) has used the Dave Braslau multiple scattering code to
calculate values . of the actinic flux as a function of altitude, wavelength,
and solar zenith angle for an ozone thickness of 0.292 atm-cm, aerosol
scattering depth of 0.204 at 302.5nm and an aerosol absorption depth of
0.034. He presents the values calculated for the ground level in two tables,
one for zero albedo and the other for a best-estimate albedo. Starting with
his zero albedo values, we subtracted off the corresponding direct actinic
flux, D(A,A), to obtain the inferred downward (since at ground level with
zeroalbedo) diffuse actinic flux, S(A,6), at ground level. For the
direct actinic flux Beer's law gives






where t - t i , where the ti are previously defined. Here we do not
differentiate the Ui s since large solar zenith angles are not used.
The downward diffuse actinic flux at ground level for zero albedo
In represented in a form completely analogous to that for the downward
•	 N	 N	 N
diffuse irradiance (see Eq. (3)). The ratio ,a(a,0) - S (aovs a,O°) is
defined likewise in complete analogy with the irradiance case (See Eq.(6))
N
as is ; (see Eq. (7)). It will be convenient *to designate the actinic
case values of the GCS fit parameters and functions by placing a tilde
over the general symbol.
N
Now, instead of defining F in strict analogy with F in Eq. (8) we
N
have simplified F a little to facilitate the fit to Peterson's data. The
reason for this is that the parameter g in Ea. (8) controls the variation
of F with w3 and altitude and since we had only one value of w 3 to work with
and one altitude, the purpose of the parameter g was nullified. Thus, in
N	 N	 N
F we simply set g - 0. M(X) is defined in exact analogy with the irradiance
case (Eq. (13)).
The parameter values for this representation of the actinic flux are
given in parenthesis in Table 1. Figure 3 displays graphs of l (a,0)
and i (a,0) for selected values of X. One sees a close similarity of the
I(a,0) with .S(a,0) in Fig. 1 in both shape and magnitude. The T(a,0)
and j o,0) are quite different, however, because of the cos0 factor in Eq. (1).
A comparison of the parameters in Table 1 indicates that the y's do
not change much: y  clianges the most with a 35% decrease. F and F are
both relatively small throughout the wavelength region of interest. All
in all, the normalized 0-dependence is not much changed.
-10-
The greatest difference between irradiance and actinic representations
(see Fix. 2)e
lies between AM and X(A) 
w We may first note the ratio Aa3/Aa3 7.95.
The large relative value of Aa3 causes *(A) to fall more steeply as A decreases
from 310nm than does A(A). Above 315nm the denominators of/y(A )
 and AM
are both nearly unity. Now turning our attention to the numerators,
let us denote the Rayleigh and aerosol terms by R and .A and take note of the
following handy decomposition:
R + A - R	 1	 + A	 1	 (20)
R+A R 1+A/R A 1+R/A
Y	 Y	 r
Now note that R/R - 
Aal/Aal - 2.19, A/A has the essentially constant value
of .59, and R/A lies in the range 2.0-3.5. The ratio'of the numerators is
thus seen to lie in the range 1.6-1:8. Taking the effect of the denominator
into account, one obtains that the ratio AM /AM lies in the range 1.4-1.7,
and in fact the ratio R(A)// M has a mean value of 1.62 over the wavelength
interval 295nm-365nm (the wavelength region of interest) and median value
of 1.64 there.
Going back to the normalized 9-dependence, we observe another interesting
contrast in the parameter values between the actinic and irradiance cases,
namely in the parameter A03 . The comparison of A03 and A03 is complicated
by the fact that we set g - 0. Noting that T3 >> T4 for A < 320nm, it is
clear after a little algebra that A03 roughly corresponds to A03 (1 + go/w3) q 
in this region. Noting that T4 »T3 for A > 340nm, it is then clear that
A03 roughly corresponds to A03 in this region. Thus one might expect the
value of A03 chosen by the fit to be some sort of average of the values of
the above two expressions which are, respectively, 23.34 and 3.285. This
41	 '




In thb work summarized in Section 3 it has been shown to be possible
to represent diffuse spectral irradiance in the 280-380nm region to a
reasonable level of accuracy by an analytic model which displays the
explicit dependences upon the ozone parameter w3 and the aerosol parameters
T2 and T4 . For a more precise representation of the Breslau Dave data,
i.^i. to the SX level of accure4y, the work of Green, Cross and Smith
suggests that some of the parameters should be particularized to the
specific Braslau Dave atmospheric model. It might be remarked that with
the adjustment of only one aerosol parameter (A a2 - 12.8) the average GCS
model (see Table I) successfully represented a large body of irradiance
data taken in the South Pacific by Baker and Smith (1980).
The work presented in Section 4 is based upon a much more limited
data set. It suggests that actinic flux can also be represented by the
Jsame equations. A detailed comparison of the 0,A) and. 0.6) in
Figures 1 and 3 indicates that these two quantities are very close for all
values of a and 8. Thus the difference between Soo) and !(a,8) is
largely manifested in the differences between/1.0) and /40). These
quantities have essentially the same shape and the significant difference
between them can be best expressed as a rough scaling factor of 1.62.
Our work on the actinic flux is not yet completed. We have yet to
test our model with other values of ozone thickness or at varying altitudes.
Such work, which requires the generation of additional "data" using a
radiative	 transfer code is now in progress. However, it is not un-
reasonable to expect that the GCS dependencies upon w3 and y for spectral






actinic flux upon these same variables. As an interim measut4 to char-
acterize the actinic flux as a function of all independent variables includ-
ing w3 and y, it is not unreasonable to usel(X,8) -J(X,6), AM - 1.62/4.(X)
N
and r(X,w3) r(X,w3). The interim and the final actinic formulae should
be applicable in models of smog reaction, tropospheric chemistry and other
important photochemical problems.
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